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1I. INTRODUCTION
•_ Ao BACKGROUND
Developmentof an economicalspacetransportationsystemneces-
sitatesthat the propulsionsystembe completelyreusable,have 'nng life,be
high-performing,and usa low-costpropellants.Recentvehiclestudiesindi-
cate thatthe most desirablepropellantsare LOX/hydrogenand LOX/hlgh-denslty
fuel, generallyhydrocarbons.Enginesfor the Single-Stage-To-Orbit(SSTO),
LiquidRocketBooster(LRB),and OrbitTransferVehicle(OTV)will have to
operateat higherchamberpressuresthan previousenginesto meetthe packag-
ing and performancerequirementsfor these vehicles. Althoughbasiccom-
bustionand heattransferdata presentlyexist for LOX/hydrogenoverwide
rangesof operatingconditions,there is very littlefundanentalcombustion
and heat transferdata for the LOX/hydrocarbonpropellantcombinations.The
technolo_ base establishedby previousLOX/ hydrocarbonengines,l.e.,H-I,
F-I and Titan I, was at performanceand pressurelevelsbelowthose required
by the new engines.In additionthe combustionstabilitymarginrequiredin
the new applicationsis considerablygreaterthanthat of the previous
LOX/hydrocarbonengines.
B. PROGRAMSCOPE
The High-DensityFuel Combustionand CoolingInvestigation,Con-
tract NAS 3-21030,was initiatedin October1977. The purposeof the program
was to providethe analysis,design,fabrication,and testingof severalen-
gineconfigurationsin orderto investigatethe ignition,combustion,stabil-
ity,and thermalcharacteristicsof LOX/RP-Ipropellants.The differenten-
gine configurationstestedincludethe following: I) 8274 and 13790kPa (1200
and 2000 psla) chamberpressureinjectorswith like-doubletand pre-atomlzed
tripletelements;2) cooledand uncooledacousticresonators;and 3) uncooled
graphitechambersand water-cooledchambersrangingin lengthfrom27.9 to
37.5cm (II to 15 in.). Two of the fnurwater-cooledchambershad axialcool-
ant slots. The other two water-cooledchambershad circumferentialcoolant
slotsand are referredto as calorimeterchambers. A high-pressureLOX/RP-I
igniterwas also designedand developedto provideignition. Combustionand
heat transferdatawere obtainedover a chamberpressurerangeof 6895to
13790kPa (I000to 2000 psia)and d mixtureratio rangeof 2:4.
!................
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If. SUMMARY
The objective of this contract was to determine the combustion and heat
transfer characteristics of LOX/RP-I propellants in the 1000 and 2000 psia
chamber pressure range. This was accomplished through the design, fabrica- i
tion, and testing of injectors of two different pa_terns. Testing was con-
ducted with both uncooled chambers and cooled calorimeter chambers over a
range of pressures and mixture ratios. The nominal design requirements and
test conditions are given in Table I.
A LOX/RP-1 torch spark igniter was designed and demonstrated as part of
this program. Prior to _ts use in the injector testing, the igniter was
evaluated for reliability and operating characteristics in igniter-only tes-
ting. A total of 69 such tests were conducted, with ignition being achieved
in 55 of the tests. The non-ignitions occurred early in the test program and
were the result of electrical problems. After these problems _ere resolved,
the igniter test program concluded with 36 consecutive successful ignitions.
The thrust chamber testing was conducted in 2 parts: an injector test
series and a calorimeter chamber test series. Four injectors were fabricated
for the injector test series. These consisted of two different patterns (a
pre-atomized triplet [PAT] and a transverse like-on-like [TLOL] fo_ each of
two chamber pressure points (8274 kPa and 13790 kPa; 1200 psia and 2000 psia).
The initial test series which addressed hardware checkout, combustion
stability, and performance, progressed from short-duration firings with
uncooled hardware and adjustable tune acoustic resonators to long-duration
firings with the 2 NASA-supplied water-cooled chambers. Test durations up to
30 sec with multiple mixture ratio points were included in this series. Other
test variables included chamber pressures ranging from 7170.5 to 13514 kPa
(1040 to 1960 psia), fuel temperatures of 283° to 394°K (50° to 250°F), and
chamber lengths of 27.9 and 37.5 cm (11 and 15 in.).
The injector performance test series was followed by calorimetric tes-
ting. The calorimeter test series consisted of 2 long-duration calorimetric
chamber tests at 13790 kPa (2000 psia) with heated fuel and the PAT injector.
These tests were multiple operating point tests and provided steady-state data
over a mixture ratio range of 1.9 to 2.8. Heat flux data were obtained at 34
axial locations on these tests.
= The measured injector performance ranged from 95 to 97.5% ERE (energy
: release efficiency) depending on the injector pattern and operating condi-
tions. Analysis of the performance data indicated the primary loss mechan-
- ism to be low mixing efficiency. The PAT pattern was stable under all oper-
: ating conditions. However, there were several instances of spontaneous 1-T
instability encountered with the TLOL pattern. The overall chamber heat loads
produced by the PAT and TLOL patterns were nearly identical and showed a
: strong linear dependence on mixture ratio. The difference in total heat load
between the 27.9 cm {11 in.) and 37.5 cm (15 in.) chamber configurations was
t
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TABLE I. - DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND TEST CONDITIONS
° Oxidizer: Liquid Oxygen (MIL-P-2550BA)
° Fuel: RP-I (MIL-P-25576)
° Vacuum thrust, N (r = 400:I) 88,964 (20,000 Ibs) .
° Nozzle throat diameter',cm: 6,25 (2.46 in.) (Uncooled &
calorimeter chambers)
6.60 (2.60 in.) (NASA water
cooled chambers)
° Thrust chamber diameter, cm: 12.19 (4.80 in.)
Nozzle area ratio (_ = 400:I, 8
90% belI truncated to):
o Chamber pressure, kPa: 13790 (2000 psia)
o Mixture ral:io(O/F): 2.8
o Safety factor: 1.5 times maximum operating
pressure
° Overall Energy Release >98%
Efficiency:
Range of Test Conditions:
_.. o Chamber pressure: 8274 to 13790 kPa (1200 to
2000 psia)
o Mixture ratio (O/F): 2.2 to 3.2
._ o Thrust chamber wall 700-811 (800 - IO00°F)
i temperature °K:
: _ Fuel Temperature, °K: 283-394 (50-250°F)
'i"
_"
Ii, Sulmlary(cont.)
substantially greater than anticipated. The bare wall calorimeter chamber
data showed that local heat fluxes were below those predicted near the
injector and I0% greater than those predicted in the throat. Although the
calorimeter chamber was blackened by the testing, the heat transf_ data,
combined with the very light to nonexistent sooting near the injector, gave no
indication of the existence of a soot thenslaIbarrier.
m l
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Ill. FINDINGS[,NDRECOMMENDATIONS
• A. FINDINGS
I. CombustionStabilit_
The 13790kPa (2000psia) pre-atomizedtriplet(PAT-2000)was
testedextensively,provingstableunder all operatingconditions. The 8274
kPa (1200psia)and 13790kPa (2000psia)transverselike-on-likeinjectors
(TLOL-1200and TLOL-2000)exhibitedspontaneousI-T (firsttangential)insta-
bilities. The TLOL-1200injectorwas stabilizedby retuningthe uncooled
resonatorbut was spontaneouslyunstablein I-T when testedwith a cooled
resonatorwhich had a slightlydifferentconfigurationthan the uncooled
resonator.The TLOL-2000injectorexhibitedconsistentspontaneous1-T insta-
bilitieswhicheventuallydestroyedthe unit. No bombtestingto evaluate
stabilitymarginwas undertakenduringthe program. The PAT-1200injectorwas
not tested.
All injectors tested were stable in the chug modeas had been
predicted, The sensitivity of the PAT-2000 injector to 1-L instability which
-. had been forecastduringthe designphasewas not observedin the test data.
_ 2. Performance
A performancegoalof 98% energyreleaseefficiency(ERE)was
establishedfor this program. The PAF injectorachievedapproximately97% ERE
m_ ar<lthe TLOL injectorapproximately97.5% ERE with hot fuel (in excessof
367°K [2GO°F])and a chamberlength(L')of 37.5 cm (15 in.). With arn_ient
• fuel or a shortchamber,the performancewas reducedby 1 to 2%.
The hot fuel (representativeof regenerativeoperatingcon-
_ ditions)improvedthe vaporizationand consequentlythe combustionefficiencY.
ct,'therimprovementsin performance;ill requireimprovedintra-elementmix-
ing.
- Otherconclusionsrelativeto performanceare as follows:
i a. The mixingefficiency(Em) is not significantlyimprovedwith eitherincreasedchamberl gthor heatedfuel for ei her
I injectorpattern.
(
b. The mixingefficiencyof the TLOL-1200is approximately82% comparedwith the 73% mixingefficiencyof the PAT-2000;the corresponding
_i mixingperformancelossesare 2% and 3% respectively. !
c. The TLOL-1200and PAT-2000fue',dropletvaporization
rates a pearedto be lowerthan initiallypr dict dat the forwardend of the
combustor. Thisresultedin both lower performanceand longersensitivetime _
lagsthan Initlallypredictedby analyticalcombustionmodels.
7
i
).,
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Ill, A, Findings (cont.)
d, The PAT injector has a more untfonn fuel drop size dis-
tribution abeut the mass median tharl Lhe TLOL, This resulted in both faster
PAT vaporization i_erfonllance gain with added chamber length and reduced high
fr__qu_nc_vc_11b.usttun gain than demonstrated by the TLOL,
_. t_nitton
Ignition of the main ,_.ngtne propellants by the LOX/RP-1
igniter was 100% reliable. However, ol,,erat, ton of the igni_.er itself was
erratic due to problems such as changes in igniter valve sequencing, spark ex-
tinguishment, by LOX/high pressure, and plugged orifices.
4. Chamber Heat. Flux
Ilot-fire test_,ng of" the water-cooled NASAchambers and the
water-cooled ca|orh_letri¢ chamber have shown the following:
a, The heat. transfer data obtained on this program exhibit
very little scatter, I_ave a high degree of internal constst.ency, and are
repeatable.
_ b. Chamber heat flux is a strong linear function of mixture
ratio, with low mixture ratios giving low fluxes.
c. l'hedifference in total heat load between the .-.}.9cn,
(11 in.) and 37.5 cm (15 in.) L' chambers was significantly greater ;ban h,i
been predicted.
d. The measured heat fluxes in _he r ,' _l comb,,,..L_on
chamber were substantially lower than predicted ._;, ,:- :.,,,oat heat fluxes
were substantially higher than predicted. Sever;,,¢,_._._Ib1_explanat.lon3have
been identified for the difference between the analytical heat flux predic-
tions and the experimental results.
" e. The thermal data gave no evidence of carbon deposition
": creating a therral barrier on the chamber wall.
Early in the test program, leakage was a major problem area.
A nuJ=i)erof changes were made during the course of the pPogram to resolve this
problelt_area. The two most effective changes involved: (I) replacing the
hard, glass-filled Teflon seals with softer virgin Teflon seals and (2) using
shims, back-up rings, and reduced bolt torque to minimize flange dlstor_ion.
III, Findings and Recommendations(cont.)
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. CombustionStability
The inherentstabilityof the PAT-200Oinjectorwas demon-
stratedon this program. A logicalnextstepwould be to assessits dynamic
stabilitywith bomb testing.The TLOL patternwas foundto be in a marginal
conditionand was intermittentlystable. A more extensivestabilityassess-
ment of the TLOL patternwith additionalchangesin cavitytuningwould estab-
lishwhetherthe patterncould be stabilized. It would alsoprovidedatafor
in@rovingthe accuracyof the analyticalstabilitymodel.
2. Performance i_
The primaryperfor_anceloss mechanismfor boththe PAT and
TLOL patternswas found to be poor mixing. The next logicalactivityin
aevelopinga high-pressureLOX/RP-Itechnologybasewould be to establishthe
designfeaturesrequiredin an injectorto achievegoodmixingunderthese
operatingconditionswithoutsacrificingcombustionstabilityor compatibil-
ity. Singleelementcold-flowand singleelementhot-firetestswould be
recommendedas the basicexperimentaltoolfor this activity. This is an
importantfirststep in developinga highmixingefficiencypattern. If the
intra-elementmixingis optimized,injectormixing performancewill be high
regardlessof inter-elementpatterninteractions,This experimentalwork
shouldbe run in parallelwith an analyticalactivitydirectedat the devel-
opmentof a mixingmodel usingthe data from this effortand previousexperi-
mentalprograms.
Historicallythe stoichiometricflametemperaturehas been
used as the drivingtemperaturein dropletvaporizationrateanalyses. 3ome
of the performance,stability,and injectorend heattransferdata fromthis
programare explainableusing a reduceddrivingtemperaturenearthe injector. ]
The validityof using a reduceddrivingtemperatureshouldbe furtherassessed i
both analytica)!yand experimentally.
i
Specificrecommendationsare as follows:
a. Test the PAT-1200injectorto determinewhethersignifi-
cant performancedifferencesoccur overthe ra_yeof 8274 - 137o0_Pa (1200-
2000 psia). This will helpestablishwhetherthe measuredperformancediffer-
ences betweenthe TLOL-1200and PAT-2000injectorsreportedhereinare due to
patterndifferencesor to differencesin Pc level. The combustioninstabili-
tiesencounteredwith the TLOL-2000injectoreliminatethe TLOL patternsfrom
• a chamberpressureeffectstudy.
9
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Ill, B, Recomnw_ndations(cont.)
b. In order to achieve high injector performance effl-
clencv, optimize the cold-flow intra-element mixing efficiency (Era) of the
PAT injection ele,_nt.
c. To further maximize injector performance, optimize the
spray overlap to enhance the Inter-element mixing efficiency of the PAT injec-
tor pattern element interaction,
d. Conduct additional uni-element PAT hot-flre tests In the
photographic chamber with the above hydraulically optimized element to cali-
brate the extent to which combustion effects degradei _ mixingefficiency
achieved in cold flow.
e. Via uni-element cold flow, develop injection elements
which produce the most uniform droplet size distributions posslble.
f. Develop d tractable mixing n_del using data from the
literature as well as data being generated in the above activities.
3. I_nition
The primary sources of problems in the LOX/RP-I spark-
activated torch igniter were the po_r supply and peripheral test stand hard-
ware. S_ne problems were also encountered with leaks past the spark plug and
b'-akenceramic. Even though the spark plugs employed on this program had not
been designed for high-pressure service, they were used because the very long
d_llvery times for high-pressure plugs are inconsistentwith the program
schedule and would have created a time delay problem. An integral high-
pressure spark plug and exciter with closely coupled reproducible response
valves would likely yield the desired igniter reliability.
4. Chamber Heat Flux
Data obtained on this program have uncovered several areas in
which additional heat.transfer work is recommended. Both the hlgher than
anticipated throat heat fluxes and lack of significant sooting accentuate a
difficult cooling problem and must be better understood. The goals of the
rec_mterwiedwork would be, I) to deten_linewhether the current results are
valid only for the havxlwaredesigns employed on this program or are more
generally applicable and, 2) to establish the design and operating factors
which influence the he,ltflux and sooting. With these broad goals the
following speciflc rec_xm1_r_tationsare made.
d. Repeat the calorimeter chamber tests with different
injector patterns to establish the dependence of _ootlng, axial heat flux
00000001 -T,C:::;IRCiP
III, B, Recommendations (cont.)
profiles. ,_nd throat heat flux on injoctm' pattern. At least one of the
patterns tested should be designed to avoid a=ly possibility of unburned pro-
pellants imping'l_lg on the converging wall, burning, and giving rise to high
throat heat fluxes.
b. The heat flux data ohtained cm this program imply sub-
stantial heat flux reductions are achievable with film cooling. A new injec-
tor with a separately controlled fuel film cooling ring should be tested with
the calorimeter chai(d_erend data obtained with various amounts of film
cooling. This experimental work should be coupled with a parallel analytic
effort which correlates the data with existing film cooling models. The
effects of wall zone chc_ilistryon soot deposition could also be assessod as
part of this effort.
c.. A new calorimeter chamber with a re:Jellsteeper converging
angle should be fabr_icatedand tested t,oestablish whether tilethrt_atheat
flux can be reduced by stabilizing the boundary layer with higher accelera-
tion.
d. A systL_llaticstudy should be undertaken of the factors
influencing soot deposition. Data should be obtained under controlled con-
ditions of wall mixture ratio, mass flux, wall material, and wall tL_llperature.
An analytical _)_del of the soot deposition process sh¢_uld be hypothesized and
developed in conjunction with the experimental program.
5. Leakaj_
IIiLjh-pressureassemblies r'eq_lir'einter!ace flaflgeswith
,,dequat.estiffness to minimize unloading of the seals when the asse_bly is
pressurized. Sealing is also improved by tlreuse of larLjecross-section sc'als
which tolerate greater flange distortion than smaller cro._s-sectionseals.
Sealing surfaces should be recessed or protected with a lip to minimize da_,_age
during hamiling.
II
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IV. TECHNICALDISCUSSION
This sectionof the report is organizedinto three major subsections:
(I) HardwareDesignand Fabrication;(2) Hot-FireTesting;and (3) Test
Resultsand SupportingAnalysis.
A. HARDWAREDESIGNAND FABRICATION
The hardwarefabricatedby ALRC for this programwas designedto
meet the requirementsof Table Io A brief discussionof each of the major
components fol lows.
1. In_ector
The basic design and fabricationof the four injectorsfabri-
cated on this programdifferedonly in the injectorpatternitself. The
injectorassembliesconsistedof three major components: injectorbody,
injectorface, and resonator. The particulardesign used for these injectors
is of the same basic type as that used successfullyby Aerojeton a numberof
previousprograms. The design employsa machinedconcentricring manifold,a
face made of photoetchedplatelets,and a separatedetachableacousticreson-
ator. This configurationwas selectedbecauseI) it is versatilein terms of
acceptingdifferentpatternsand patternreplacement,2) the manifold
hydraulicshave been well characterized,and 3) it a11owsuse of both cooled
and uncooledresonators. Use of a common designalso had obviouscost bene-
fits in both designand fabrication. Descriptionsof the individualsubcom-
ponentsfollow.
a. InjectorBody
The injectorbody, shown in Figures1 and 2, contains
the propellantmanifoldpassages,a central igniterport,the acousticcavity
interface,the thrust takeout interface,and provisionsfor instrumentation.
It i._ fabricatedfrom five separatelymachinedparts: the centralcore, the
oxidizerdistributionring, the outer flange,the ignitersleeve,the fuel
distributionplate,and the fuel cover-plate. All parts are made from 304L
stainlesssteel and are joined by welding.
b. InjectorFace
As noted previously,two types of injectorelementswere
used on this program: the pre-atomizedtriplet (PAT)and transverse!ike-on-
like (TLOL). With these elements,four differentinjectorface patternswere
designedand fabricated: the PAT-1200,the PAT-2000,the TLOL-1200,and the
TLOL-2000. The 8274 kPa (1200 psia) and 13790 kPa (2000 psia) patternsof
eac_ type were identicalexcept for the differencesin elementsize which were
necessaryto accommodatethe differencesin flowrateand pressuredrop. The
individualinjectorfaces were made from a stack of nickel plateletswhich had
14 ,,t_l_ilN,\l, PAGF', IS
........ 11 f _
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IV, A, Hardware Design and Fabrication (cont.)
the patternphotoetchedinto them. A typicalplateletstack is shown in
_' Figure3. Followingphotoetchlng,the individualplateletswere diffusion-
bonded to form a monolithicfaceplate. At this point,the bonded platelet
stackswere flow-checkedto ascertainthat they had the desiredhydraulic
characteristics.After the flow checks,the plateletstackswere joinedto
the manifoldsby diffusion-bonding,follov_edby a redundantE-B weld. None of
the injectorshad any provisionfor film coolingor containeda speciallow
mixtureratio row of elementsaround its outer periphery.
(I) TransverseLike-On-LikePattern(TLOL)
Previousexperiencewith LOX/RP-Ipropellantsand
recent analysesindicatedthat a TLOL elen_nt(like impingingdoublets)is the
best choice in terms of c(xnbustionstabilityand is acceptablefr_n the
standpointof performance. The patternlayout is shown on Figure4, and the
elementcross section is shown on Figure 5. The name "Transverse"has been
appliedto this like- on-likeelementbecausethe flow passageswhich supply
the injectionorificesare parallelto the injectorface, i.e., transverseto
the chenl}erflow direction. Both fuel and oxidizerfans are oriented
radia11y. Pairs of unlikefans are orientededge-on (planar). The TLOL
patternconsistsof 132 elementsarrangedon a 7-ringn_nifold. The space at
the center portionof the injectoris for the igniter.
(2) Pre-AtomizedTripletPattern (PAT)
The design philosophyadoptedfor the second
injectorpatternwas that it should have a higher perfonllancepotentialthan
the TLOL patterneven thoughthis might result in a higher risk frcxllthe
standpointof combustionstability.
Past experiencehad indicatedthat higher perform-
ance could be anticipatedwith unlike impingingelementsbecauseof their high
mixing efficiencies. Three specifictypes of unlike impingingelementswere
consideredfor the second pattern: conventionalF-O-F triplets,splash plate
unlike doublets,and a pre-atomizedtriplet (PAT)which incorporatestwo fuel
splash plate elementsand one oxidizerX-doubletelement. Of these three, the
PAT elel1_ntwas selectedbecauseit was consideredto have the highestproba-
: bility of dchievingthe high perfonllancelevel of EOM-drilledtripletswhile
circBnventingsome of the stabilitydisadvantages. The PAT consistsof two
fuel splashplate orificeswhich impingeon one centrallylocatedoxidizer
X-doubletorifice. The splash plate and X-doubletorificesas well as typical
elementcross sectionsare shown in Figure6. The PAT patternlayout is shown
on Figure 7. The splash plate elel1_ntsfon_1fans of fuel dropletsat acute
angles to the injectoraxis (30-45°). The X-doubletelementsfonllaxially
directedfans of oxidizerdroplets. The PAT patterncontained120 eleli_nts.
16
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'_' IV, A, Hardware Design and Fabrication (cont,)
_: c. Resor=ator
,_-.. _ The resonator _urrounds the forward port t_o_nof the
_ injector body and foriT.s the acoustic cavities, Two resonator designs were
_... prepared: an uncooled copper heat sink and a water-cooled design, Details of
the resonator are shown in Figure 8, while the calorimetric thrust chamberasse,t)lywhich illustrates the installation of the esonator Is given in
_. Figure 9.
; • TT
: The uncooled unit was used for injector checkout testing
u. and contained 12 acoustic cavities with the following dimensional characteris-
!_) tics:
i_ Width - 1.016 cm (0.4 in.)
_ Depth - 2.54 cm (1.0 in.)
I Partition Thickness - C.318 cm (0,125 in.)
-. For "tuning" purposes, the depths of these cavities were varied by using block TI
inserts. Shallow cavities (0 to 0.51 cm [0 to 0.2 in.]) were used to provide
2-T stability, and deep cavities (1.78 to 2.03 cm [.7 in. to .8 in.]) were
I used to provide I-T stability.)
The uncooled resonator was instrumented with four high-
frequency transducers, four chamber gas-side thermocouples, four resonator
gas-side thermocouples, and two resonator yas temperature probes.
T
2. I_niter Design
The LOX/RP-I igniter is shown in Figure I0. The igniter
consists of an oxygen-cooled spark electrode, an injector for atomizing and
vaporizing the LOX and RP-I, and an RP-1-cooled combustion chamber. During
testing, the igniter was provided with separate propellant valves to permit
its being operated independently of the main propellant valves.
Ignition takes place through the following sequence: (I) a
flame kernel is produced within the spark gap by the spark discharge; (2) the
flame kernel spreads and ignites the oxidizer-richcore flow within the :_
I igniter chamber; (3) the igniter core flow mixes and reacts with the RP-Icoolant flow to produce a fuel-rich torch exhaust; and (4) the fuel-ric.htorch
_ flow reacts with the main injector oxidizer lead flow to ignite the engine.m
}
I. The igniter operates with a high mixture ratio core (O/F =
(_ I0) injected about the central spark plug. The fuel-cooled chamber providesi;henecessary combustion length such that complete combustion can be obtalned,
iI' r,j_
w=
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IV. A, Hardware Design and Fabrication (cont.)
Upstream of the tgntter throat, the fuel .sed to cool the chamber ts tnjected
tnto the htgh mixture ratio core. thereby film-cooling the throat and reacting
with the core flow to provide a torch mixture ratio of 2.b5 at the center of
_.he injector face. Provisions were made tn the design to vary the injector
core mixture ratios by using a fuel orifice ring to split the fuel between the
injector and chan_er. Four tgntter,s were fabricated.
3. Thrust ChamberDestgn.
Three different chamber types w,re used in this $_rogs'am. An
uncooled chan_,'r wtth a graphite throat was employed for injector checkout and
initial staMttty testtng. The perfm_lance tests were cond,cted by using
NASA-supplied water-cooled chambers, while the heat transfer tests were run
with the water-cooled calorimeter chambers built under this contract. The
calortn_eter cha,_ers were not used foe" the perfotatk_hce test tn9 as the high
divergence angle on the nozzle extt made data interpt'etatio, dif'ftctll(.
a. Uncooled WorkhorseChamber
The uncooled chamber was used to pert:on, the initial
checkout testing on each injector. The chamber, consisting of' a steel
cylindrical section wtth a gs'aptlite liner, was designed to withstand firing
durations of less than 2 seconds.
]'hechamberwas tab,,ic,_tedl.stwo sect1,ms to pen,lt
variationsin chamber length. This hardwareis shown in Ii_.a,'_,It.
b. NASA_ater-t'ooled Ch,_mher
Lxisttng NASAwater-cooled chambers were ut i11:ed for
i_s'fott|ral1¢et sting t,t the In,iecLot's, lhcst,,axiall_slot.LedCh,.lll_L_r$COII---
sisledof a copl_er11nerwlth an [-FNijacket a,d were ,w,sllab.lt,1.2.le.gi.lss:
"2.,scm (1! in.) and I/'.*,o (15 in.). respective,Iv. I,wh chamt_erco,taSm,d
|llllcooli,gslots which w_re 0.152 cm (.O(,llin.)wide ,stthe inj_,ctor,slid
0.I02 cm (.040 in.)wide at the t.hro.tt. The oh.re,el wall thick,ess was con-
stant ,st 0.88_ cm (.03h in.). The throaL di,smt,ter w,_s(_.(-,0cm (.'.(_0 its.).
The ch,1111bers, shown tll t !_.lUt't, |.'. were origi,al l.v des igltt'd for LOX coot tttg;
however, it was detCllllillCd t_hat the cllaltlbe.l'_,could he w,tte, r-cooled for this
jtroql'altt.
C. (.'a|orilot_[ricthrust Ch,11_t_t,r
The design and tal_rtc,stionf the,ca]oril_,trtccls,tmb_,rs
WaS a .m.a,i_rpff(srtduring tlit'COtHt'act,l,wh ott he two ch,tml_ersco_s_.stedot
allOlItS'copper 1Inerwlth mathin_,dcIrcumft,rt,ntia! chatmcl.s(st,t,I_:,_r_,1._.
_Pvt'nty t'h,_l_nt,lS were ext ¢'rn,t] l.v ftttcd wt t h 34 I,let _ ,s,dout |_,t,, t.o.¢;_,a_ure
,4.
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IV, A, HardwareDesign and Fabrication(cont.)
-_ the axial heat flux profile over the entire chamber length. The chambers were
" fabricated in two lengths of L' - 27.9 and 34.0 cm (11 and 13.4 in.) (injec-
: tor face to throat), respectively. The latter chamber length was selected on
the basis of pe_onnance and stabilityanalyseswhich had indicatedthat both
injectorsmight be sensitiveto longitudinalinstabilitiesat chamberlengths
greaterthan 34.0 cm {13.4 in.). The throat diameterwas 6.25 cm (2.46 in.).
CloseQutof the individualwater channelswas achievedby using el_ctrofomed
nickel depositedon the outer surfaceof the copper liner.Pairs of channels
were manifoldedwith inlet and outlet tubes. Each tube had provisionsfor
installinga meteringorifice,pressuretransducer,and a thermocouple. This
arrangementprovidedindividualcircuitflow controland a precisemeasureof
individualcircuitheat flux (viamass flowrateand temperaturerise). 2he
nozzlecontourwas selectedto be representativeof a truncatedflightconfig-
urationengine. As a result,the heat flux measurementsdownstreamof the
throatwere typicalof a flightengine,althoughthe high divergenceangle
(40° half angle)made accurateperfomance data more difficult. A photograph
of the completedassemblyis shown in Figure 14.
B. TEST FACILITY
L
A specialtest facilitywas constructedto run the tests for this
E
program. This facility,shown in Figure 15, was equippedwith dual-piston
pressureintensifierscapableof delivering41,369 kPa (600l_psia) propellants
to the test stand. The fuel circuitintensifierhad deliverablecapacityof
0.303 m3 (80 gallons)or 242 kg (534Ibs) of RP-I, while the oxidizercir-
cuit had a 0.568 mJ.(150 gallon)or 653 kg (1440 Ibs) of LOX capacity. The
oxidizerintensifierand lineswere LN2-jacketedwhile the fuel intensifier
and lines were equippedwith Calrod heaters. The heatersmade it possibleto
" conditionthe fuel to temperaturesbetweenambient (near 283°K [50°F]and
394°K [250°F]). Figure 16 is a closeupphotographof the NASA water-cooled
chamberinstalledon the test stand with the aft leak check plate attached.
_ A key featureof this test stand was the propellantflow control
im system. A pair of rapid-responseflow controlvalves (30 ms frm, fully closed
i to fully open) were used as thrust chambervalves. These valveswere con-
trolledby a HP 2100 MX computerwhich monitoredtest parameters,teminating
the test if parameterswere out of limits. The computercould be programmed
to providea rampedstart as well as operationat a numberof predetermined
_ mixtureratiosand pressuresduring the course of a single firing (see Figure
I 17). This multipleoperatingpoint capabilityw_s used extensivelyduring thecooledchambertestingand proved to be very valuable.
During a firing,"real-time"processeddata were availablein the
= controlroom througha medium speed printer. As the engine was firing,the
30
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IV, B, Test Facility (cont.)
test data were input to an analog-to-digital converter which, in turn,
supplied dati_ to the remote digital computer at a rate of 10,000 samples per
second. The data were processed lmme(iiat ely and fed back to the control room
printer where they were displayed as ';he test was being conducted.
I No significantproblemswre encounteredwith the test stand inthe course of conductingthe test pr,}gram.The hardwarewas flushedfollowing
each firingto remove resldualhydrocarbons. However,no attemptwas made to
remove _oc,tfrom the chamberwalls; consequently,any soot depositionprocess
_" was cumulJtlve.
C. HOT-FIRETESTING
m The hot-firetest programwas conductedin three phases:
(I) ign'iter-onlytesting; (2) injectorcheckoutand performancetests; and
(3) calorimetricchambertests.
I. 19niter-On1XTest_.in_
In January 1979, a series of igniter-only tests were per-
formed. The objective of the igniter test program was to verify that the
spark-activated torch igniter design had the reliability necessary to allow
its use in full injector testing. In addition, this test program was to
provide the critical operating parameters necessary to achieve satisfactory
and reliable ignition. Sixty-nine igniter tests were conducted.
I_igure 18 shows the igniter test assembly used to perform the
ignit:r-only testing. A summary of the 69 tests conducted is contained in
Table II. As a result o..Fthese tests, certain conclusions as to acceptable
igniter operating conditions _ere reached. These conclusions are listed in
Table III, along with the technical issues that were addressed by the various
tests.
Early in the+test program_it was thoughtthat the non-
ignitionsmight have been the resultof fuel freezingin the igniterbody due
to pre-chillingof the igniterby the he1_umpurge in the oxygen circuit. To
eliminatethis possibility,a heaterwas added to the helium purge. This not
only kept the igniterbody t_armbut also softenedthe oxygenflow transientby
vaporizingthe first oxygenthroughthe injector. Later in the program,after
the electricaland sequencingproblemshad been resolved,it was found that
fuel freezingwas not a problemand that reliable ignitioncould be achieved
without the helium heater. The gaseousoxygen startswhich resultedfrom the
use of the heaterwere found to be snw}other(i.e.,exhibitingfewer and less
severe pressurespikes)than the startswith liquidoxygen. A heaterwas not
used in the engine test program.
J5
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TABLE II. - IGNITER TEST SUMMARY
L,_,),
_ ACCOMPLISHMENTS PLANNED
_,,.;
._ Total Number of Tests _6_9 65
T,_talNumber of lqnitions 54 --
-" (36 Consecutive)
Duartion (sec) O.IB , l.J2 0.25 -_l.O
Overall Mixture Ratio (O/F) 1.2 , 5.1 2.0 , 5,0 :._
Core Mixture Ratio (O/F) 5.3 , 23.7 7.5., 25.0
Spark Rate (Sl}ar_,sisec) 150 • 500 TBD _ 500
Spark Energy (Inj) lO • 50 TBD -_50
Sequencing (Ox Lead. msec) -50 -*+90 0 -_TBD
! No. of Tests W/O Flush* 45 None
I No. of Igniters Tested i 3
-. LOX Inlet Pressure (kPa) 8136 -,I0135 -
(ll80 -,1470 psia)LOX Inlet Temperature (°K) If4 ,7 59 -
1 (205 + 287°R)
RP-I Inlet Pressure (kPa) 3054 -,6329 -
(443 _,918 psia)
276 -_284
_ RP-I Inlet Temperature (°K) (496 -,511°R)
Igniter Chamber Pressure (kPa) 2344 -,2827 3447
(340-, 410 psia) (500 psia)i
•When igniter testing began the igniter oxidizer circuit was flushed with Freon
If3 prior to each firing to remove any residual hydrocarbons from the preceding
_ii!. test. This procedure was discontinued after Test No. 22 and replaced with a. single flush at the beginning of each test day. There was no observed difference
- between tests with a flush and tests without a flush.
37
TABLE Ill. - IGNITER TEST RESULTS
TECHNICAL ISSUE PERTINENT TESTS CONCLUSION
Shutdown Sequev:e lOl-103 Post Shutdown Pc spike eliminated
with _igh pressure purges
Erratic Spark I03-146 Crackl;in the spark plug ceramic
produl:edshort _ircuits.
Problem was alleviated by
reducing the spark plug gap.
Torch Temperature I07 Not measured but melted
steel in 0.7 sec.
Start Sequence I13-'125 Fuel lead worked best, Fuel
lead provides a low cold flow
pressure which reduces the
spark sequence. Fuel lead
also gives transient O/F sweep
(better ignitability) and less
thermal shock of the ceramic.
Igniter cooling 139-145 Barrel - 1.0 sec. demonstrated.
Throat - Analysis only
RP-I Freezing I02-147 No evidence of freezing
LOX Flow Transient I03-154 LN2 Jacket required on LOX
line for fast controlled start,
warm injector - OK
Prefire LOX Circuit Flush I01-169 Not required after f-.'rst
firing of day
Igniter O/F All Insensitive over 1,2-5,1 range
Spark Energy 161-167 Insensitive over I0-50 MJ range
Spark Rate 161-167 Insensitive over 150-500 MJ range
Ignition Reliability 134-169 Excellent with reliable spark
and fuel lead
38
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IV, C, Hot-Ftre Testing (¢o-t.)
2. ln_ector Checkout and Performance Tests
The injector checkout and performance test series was
designed to fulftll severa| objectives. It was to provide test facility flow
• and sequencing procedures and instrumentation checkout for subsequenttesting.
The programalso was to be used to characterize the operation of the t_ectors
tn tems of performanceand combustion stability and a|low for tuntng of the
acousttc cavtttes In the case of a combustion stability problem. The results
of this test sertes were to form the basis for the selection of the injector,
resonator, and chamberconfiguration for use in the calorimeter testtng.
The test hardware available for use tn thts test series con-
ststed of the following:
Injectors PAT-1200, PAT-2000
TLOL-1200, TLOL-2000
Chambers 36 cm (14 tn.) Heat Sink
27.g cm Ill In.I Water-Cooled3 .5 15 n. t r- l
Acousttc Cavities Vartable Tune Heat $tnk (2)
Ftxed Tune Water-Cooled (2)
Testing was Initially delayed by leaks tn the test assembly
at the interface between the injector and propellant ltnes and that between
the chamberand acoustic resonator. These leaks were eliminated by replacing
glass-filled Teflon seals wtth more compliant vtrgtn Teflon seals and by modi-
fying the hardware to ltmlt flange distortion. The test program than pro-
ceeded with an evaluation of three of the four injectors. (The PAT-1200was
not tested due to funding limitations.) Testing was initiated with brief
tests of less than 2 secondsduration with uncooled hardware and ambient temp-
erature fuel and then concluded wtth multtp|e data potnt tests of Up to 30
seconds duration wtth cooled hardware and fuel conditioned up to 394°K
(250°F). A summaryof the significant long-duration performance tests is
gtven in Table IV. Detatled listings of the significant performance and
stability tests are gtven in Tables V and V[.
At the conclusion of the checkout and perfor,_Ince testing the
PAT-2000 injector was selected for use tn the calorimeter chandler testing. A
major factor tn the decision was the very stable cond_usttonof this pattern.
3. Calorimeter ChamberTesttng
The calortmter chamber testing was conducted with the
PAT-2000 injector, the 34 cm (13.4 in.) length (Injector face to throat)
39
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TABLEIV. - SIGNIFICANTPERFORMANCETESTS
L' Tf O/F
INJECTOR TEST NO.. DUR (.$F.,.C)(CM) (iN) (°K)(°F) RANG._.__EREMARKS
PAT-!O00 056 9 27.9 (11) 283 (49) 2.3-3.0
070 16 37.5 (15) 293 (68) 2.2-3.4 Ht Pc-Shutdown
071 19 37.5 (15) 394 (250) 2.4-4.1
072 19 27,9 (11) 389 (240) 2.0-3.2
TLOL-1200 073 16 27.9 (11) 378 (220) 2.5-3.0 COmbustionInstability
@ 16-sec
074 30 37.5 (i5) 311 (100) 2.2-2.8
075 16 27.9 (11) 297 (75) 2.7-2.9 CombustionInstability
@ 16-Sec
_w
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IV, C, Hot Fire Testing (cont.)
water-cooled calorimeter chamber, and the water-cooled resonator. The test
series consisted of two multiple data point tests, both at the 13790 kPa (2000
psta) chamber pressure condition. A ltst of the test durations and conditions
for the calorimeter tests is glYen in Table VII.
Both tests were run with hot 367°K (200°F) fuel to I) maxi-
mize performance and 2) because it was more representative of operation with a
- regenerattvely cooled chamber. The decision to use the 34 cm (13.4 in.)
_ chamber instead of the 27.9 cm (11 in.) calorineter chamber was also to maxi-
i mtze performance. The calorlmeter chamber test installation is shown in Figure
II 19• The large number of flexible high-pressure coolant hoses attached to the
chamber were thought to make accurate thrust measurements difficult during the
calorimeter testing. The test data indicated this not to be the case as both
the stand bias and data reproduclbility appeared to be consistent However,) •
the performance data obtained during the calorimeter chamber testing were not
believed to be as good as that of the earlier performance test series due to• the gr ater analytical uncertainty r sulting from the high divergence angle
(40° half angle) of the truncated calorimeter nozzle exit.
D. INJECTOR PERFORMANCE
As note_ previously, the performance assessment of the injectors
was based on data obtained during the performance test series. Performance
data from the calorimeter test series were not reviewed in depth• A detailed
list of a11 the performance data points is given in Table V.
The experimental Energy Release Efficiencles (ERE) for the PAT-
2000 and TLOL-1200 injectors are given as a function of chamber length and
fuel temperature in Figures 20 and 21. These nominal performance efflciencies
are for an O/F - 2•8. They were obtained with a 5•8:1 nozzle expansion ratio
and were adjusted to an O/F - 2.8 by interpolating plots of ERE versus mixture
ratio. Note that the heated fuel curve for the TLOL-1200 injector is shown as
a dashed llne. A complete data matrix (hot and cold fuel, long and short
chambers) was not obtained with this injector, The slope of the performance
curve for heated fuel was estimated on the basis of the ambient data and the
vaporization and mixing analyses described later. No valid performance data
were obtained with the TLOL-2000 injector due to the consistent instabilityof
that unit.
A comparison of the performance for the PAT.2000 and TLOL-1200 is
given in Figure 22.
i!"
i_'_, TABLE VII. - CALORIMETERCHAMBERTEST SUMMARY
L.'"
Time ChamberPressure Mixture Fuel Tempera_ire
,,: Test Interval(lec) (kPa) (psla) Ratio (°K) { F}
/ 084 2 -_8 13686 1985 2.49 349 169
/
1 084 8.5  1213555 1966 1.90 367 200
085 2.5 _ 5 13714 1989 2.63 357 182t-
085 5 "* 10 13672 1983 2.74 371 207
085 10 -, 15 13652 1980 2.7'8 373 212
085 15 13645 1979 2.80 374 214
46
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IV, I],Injector Performance (cont.)
The experimental combustion efficiencies, while substantially
higher thor those of earlier production LOX/RP-I injectors such as the F-I
(93.8%C*)and Atlas booster (g5.5%C*) were below the program goal of 98%. The
data were ev,lluatedand compared with analytical predictions to identify the
• source of the perform_nce losses. The results of these analyses are given in
subsequent sentions,
I. Identificationof Perfo.rma,nce Losses
il It is possible to separate observed performance losses into
those resulting from non-uniform mixino and incomplete fuel vaporization if
pewYormance data over a wide mixture ratio range are available. Separation of
• the losses is done by fir t pTOt ing the experimental ERE and C* efficiency
| versus mixture ratio. Similar plots are then made of analytically predicted
ERE and %C* where the predicted values have been obtained by varying the
_...... mixing efficiency and fuel vaporization efficiency as independent parameters.
(The oxidizer vaporization efficiency is held constant at 100%. This is a
reasonable assumption when working with LOX/RP-I because the LOX is predicted
to be completely vaporized within 16 cm [6.3 in.]). The experimental vapori-
zation and miying efficiencies are then found by comparing the experimental
and analytical ERE (and %C*) versus MR plots to determine which combination of
fuel vaporization and mixing efficiencies best m_tches the experimental data
in both magnitude and mixture ratio sensitivity. This has been done for a
i number of tests on tillsprogram, with typical results presented in Figures 23
and 24, Figure 23 shows the variation in both %C* and %ERE as a function of
test mixture ratio for Run 71 with the PAT-2000 injector. Based on the slope
and magnitudes uf the C* and ERE efficiencies, it is apparent that the
PAT-2000 injector performance in the long hamb r and with hot fuel [394°K
(250°F)] is bounded b_va combination of either 99% maximum fuel vaporization
efficiency with 75% Er_ mixing efficiency or by a minimum 98% fuel vaporiza-
tion with an Em of 77%. These mixing and fuel veoorization parameters
represent the highest ERE performance achieved by the PAT-2000 injector shown
on Figure 20.
Similar calculations were performed for Run 56 with the short
chamber and cold fuel. This test represented the lowest performance point
shown on Figure 20 and thus provided lower bound_ for both Em and fuel
vaporization efficiency. Both the ERE and %C* correlation from this test
showed that the PAT-2000 yielded 73% Em with 92% fuel vaporization effi-
ciency under these conditions. The experimental influence of both fuel
temperature arw_chamber length upon the fuel vaporization efficiency is
discussed further in subsection IV,D,3.
The mixing efficinecy, Era,was remarkably insensitiveto
the wide (283-394=K[50°-2_0°F]) fuel temperature range and the 28-38 cm (11
to 15 in,) chamber length variation. Since the 73% Em from Run 56 was the
1 51
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IV,D, InJectorPe_omance (cont.)
first chronologically computedvalue and since subsequent changeswere very
minor, tt was assumedto be conltant for the PAT-Z000 injector for all subse-
quent analyses. Insufficient data were available from wide mixture ratto
excursion tests to establish the influence of fuel temperature and chamber
length upon Era.
Figure 24 shows the test C* and EREefftctenctes from Test
No, 74 with the TLOL-1200 injector. This test encompassedthe wtdest range of
test mixture ratios on the TLOL-1200 injector. Wtth 311°K (IO0°F) fuel and
37.5 cm (15 tn.) chamberlength, the inferred fuel vaporization efficiency is
approximately 96% and its corresponding _m 82%. This combination closelyapproximates the magnitude and slope of .vth the %C* and %EREwith the TLOL-
1200 injector on Test 74.
2. ConstantEm Perfomance Correlations
Based on the empiricalobservationthat Em changedlittle
with changesin testchamberlengthor with fuelheating,a simpleparametric
analysiswas conductedto correlatethe measuredperformancedata by assuming
that the Em of a given injectorremainsconstantfor all tests.
The %C* relationshipsbetweentest and analyticalcorrela-
tions as a functionof enginetest mixtureratioand % fuel vaporizedfor 3
testswiththe PAT-2000injectoris shownin Figure25. It is apparentthat
the C* efficiencyof Test 71 with 394"K {250°Ffuel) is nearlyasymptoticto
the mixingperformancelosscorrespondingto 73% Em with 100%OX and fuel
vaporizationefficiency. Linesof predictedC* efficiencyfor fuel vaporiza-
tion efficienclesof 9_, g7%, and 92% closelyapproximatethe measuredC*
efficiencyof Tests 71, 70, and 56, respectively.As discussedin the pre-
vioussubsection,the C* data in the 28 cm (Ii in.)chamberwith heatedfuel
{Test72) has been omittedfromthe plotbecauseof the suspectedinvalidity
of the C* datawhich would subjectthe resultsto misinterpretation.
Figure26 showsthe correspondingERE correlationfor the
PAT-2000injector,assuminga constant73% Em for all fourtests and varying
fuel vaporizationefflclenclesof I00%,99%, g6%, and 92% which appearto
boundthe test data. Sincethe experimentalERE slopecloselyapproximates
the analyticallypredictedtrend,it appearsreasonableto estimatethe fuel
vaporizationefflclenciesfromthesecorrelations.The only two data points
which appearto be slightlyinconsistentare those fromTests 70 and 71 at low
-_ mixtureratio. They appearto have benefitedfrom someminor improvementin
, Em. Thismay have beendue to eitherthe longerchamberlengthor to the
,, improvedfuel volatilityresultingfromfuel heating. In any case,the maxi-
mum reasonabluperformanceattainablefrom improvedfuel vaporizationseemsto
i. havebeen achieved. Furtherperformanceefficiencyimprovementscan only be
achievedby improvingthe injectorEm (mixingefficiency).
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- Iv, D, Injector Performance(cont.)
Figure 27 shows the comparable EREversus mixture ratio
correlationfor the TLOL-1200injectorwith an assumedEm of 82%. Test 74
_/ in the long chamberand with311°K (IO0°F)fuel is matchedbestwith a 96%
__ fuel vaporizationefficiency. Test75 in the shortchamberwlth ambientfuel
_ onlyhas data availablewithina narrowmixtureratio rangepriortoencounteringcombustioninstability,but it has a 93.5% inferredfuel
..........................................vaporizationefficiencyduringits stableoperation. The resultsfrom Test73
:_ in the shortchamberwith heatedfuel are difficultto interpretbecausethe
fuel temperaturevariedwidelyfromapproximately311"Kto 378°K (IO0"Fto
) 220"F)duringthe test mixtureratiorange (seeTableV). Thus an empirical
i slopehas combinedin it not only mixtureratio variationsbuc simultaneous
fuel temperaturevariationsas well. Nevertheless,it appearssafe to assume
that Test 73 in the short chamberwould have produced_94.2%fuel vaporization
efficiencyat 311°K (tOO°F)and 95% fuel vaporiz t onefficiencywith 37B'K
(220°F) heated RP-1,
3. Correlationwith Anal_ticalModels
Figure28 showsthe inferredfuel vaporizationefficiencies
of the PAT-2000and TLOL-1200injectorsas a functionof chamberlengthand
fuel temperature.Thesefuel vaporizationefficiencieswere previouslydeter-
mined fromFigures23 and 24 and haveestimatedtolerancesof approximately
+ I% due to some uncertaintiesas to how much of the performanceloss is
_ttributableto incompletefuelvaporizationand how much to non-uniform
mixing. In all cases,the Priam vaporizationmodel was used to extrapolate
the generalizedlengthcorrespondingto the fuel vaporizationefficiency
inferredin the short chamberto predictthe Lqen and fuel vaporizationin
the longerchamberat comparablefuel temperatGre.
By comparingthe model predictionswiththe test data, it
appearsthatthe fuel vaporizationimprovementversuschamberlengthfor the
TLOL-1200injectoris predictedreasonablywell by the model. On the other
hand,the PAT-2000fuel vaporizationefficiencyoutperformsthe model predic-
tion. Fromthis it was concludedthat the PAT fuel drop sizedistribution,
ag, is lessthanthe 2.3 value normallyattributedto the doubletinjector
eTements. Thisconclusioncan be analyticallysupportedin anothermanner.
The TLOL-1200vaporizationimprovementwith lengthis closelyapproximatedby
the Priemvaporizationmodel (whichassumesOg = 2.3). Both the TLOL and
PAT patternshavecomparableoverallfuel vaporizationefficienciesnear the
nozzlethroatplane in the shortcombustionchamber. However,the TLOL has
beenmuch more sensitiveto high-frequencycombustioninstabilityfor the same
resonatorconfigurationstested, Bothof these eventscan be explainedif the
_PAT is assumedto be lower (i,e., more uniform) than _TL{}/ = OED_I-LOL.=2.3.
It-was demonstrated on the OMS$ubscale Program that of-_II the emements
tested, the V-Doublet element had the lowest high-frequency combustion gain,
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i On the same program uni-element cold-flow shadowgraphs demenstrat_ the
i( V-Doublet to have the most uniform spray distribution. The conclusion that
_,._'" uniform droplet size enhances stability can also be derived theoretically from
hl the Priem velocity sensitive droplet vaporization model. It appears that the
PAT may have uniform fuel atomization distributions similar to those of the
V-Doublet. If this were verified by uni-element cold-flow shadowgraphs, the
II" PAT element would be an attractive candidate for full.scale 2224K to 444_KN(500K to IM IbF) LO2/HDF booster engine applications.
i_i_ As shown in Figure 29, both injectors yielded less perform-
,,,) ance improvement with fuel heating than was initially anticipated. It was
L_ assumed that testing with heated fuel would substantially reduce the fuel
viscosity and result in significant atomization and fuel vaporization improve-
ment. It had also been anticipated that fuel heating would more nearly equal-
ize the fuel and oxidizer vaporization rates, thus enhancing the mixing effi-
: ciency. However, it has already been experimentally shown that the mixing was
not strongly affected by increasing the fuel temperature.
Two mathematical models for predicting the influence of fuel
heating upon atomization are presently in use at ALRC. The Priem empirical
drop size correlation has been modified so that rm a(Vf"0-2 [oia/p]0"25.
A slightly different atomization sensitivity versus fuel tempe_'atureis
predicted by using the ALRC analytical spray fan and atomization prediction
model. This assumes a viscous boundary layer solution for which rm _[Ref]-O.2,
For a fixed injector geometry in which only the fuel is heated, pfVf "
constant; therefore, rm _x[uf].20.
Figure 29 presents a comparative view of the influence of hot
fuel as predicted by the two analytical ,K)dels. In terms of the two different
atomization models, the PAT-2000 data can be seen to lie between that of the
modified Priem emprirical and the ALRC analytical atomization model and can be
correlated by either. The TLOL-1200 temperature dependence is predicted more
accurately by the ALRC analytical medel. Overall, the ALRC analytical atomi-
zation model appears to provide better correlation than the Priem empirical
model. However, the Priem model formulation has adequately correlated liquid
roc&et injector performance efficiencies over the last 14 years. It would not
seem good judgment to discard the empirical Priem correlation in favor of the
purely analytical model on the basis of the data from this program alone with-
out first exploring other possible explanations more thoroughly.
_ 4. Comparison of the PAT and TLOL In_ector_
(I) The TLOL-1200 injector has higher mixing efficiency than
the PAT-2000; this results in I% higher E_E for the TLOL-1200.
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)-
! (2) The mass median fuel drop size of the PAT and TLOL
_ ,_ injectors is cc_nparable. This is eviaent from the fact that both injectors
have nearly equal fuel vaporization efficiencies.
:_ (3) The PAT injector appears to have a more uniform distri-
_,_
I t! bution of fuel drop size about the mass median. This is supported by both its
_I greater sensitivity of performance to chamber length and its reduced high-frequency combustion gain characteristics.
(4) The TLOL injector pattern is characterized by hot oxi-
dizer streaks between the fuel fans. This is evident by the face erosion
characteristics on the TLOL-2000 as well as the chamber wall heat marks on the
NASA chambers.
(5) From the standpoint of fuel vaporization rate, high-
frequency combustion stability, injector face thermal compatibility, and
chamber wall compatibility, the PAT injector appears superior to the TLOL
element. However, the mixing efficiency of the PAT must be improved to make
its performance co_iparableto that of the TLI_L.
E. CHAMBER HEAT TRANSFER
Chamber heat transfer data was obte._nedduring both the perform-
ance test series and the calorimeter test series. In the performance series,
a total of seven long-duration tests were con,Juctedwith the two NASA-supplied
water-cooled axially slotted chambers. Total heat load measurements were made
during these tests by n_asuring the total coolant flowrate and the coolant
temperature rise. Data were obtained with both the PAT-2000 and the TLOL-1200
injectors at 27.9 cm (11 in.) and 37.b cm (15 in.) chamber lengths over a
range of mixture ratios. Local heat fluxes could not be measured with this
hardware.
Calorii_ter testing employed the 34.04 cm (13.4 in.) L' calori-
meter chamber and the PAT-2000 injector. This chamber had 34 separately
measured circumferentialcooling circuits which allowed both local heat flux
and total heat flux measurements to be F,lade.
The results of the heat transfer testing and data analyses will be
presented in this section.
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IV, E, Heat Transfer Results (cont.)
r.... I. Performance Test Series Heat Transfer Results
!' a. Instrumentationand L)ataReduction
i_ Figure 30 is a schematic diagram showing the thermal
I_I instrumentation used with the NASA water-cooled chambers. As this figureshows, the cooling water for the chamber and water-cooled resonator were
supplied from a common source. The total coolant flowrate (FMWC), the coolant
I
L water Inlet pressure (PWCI), and the coolant inlet temperature (TWCI) were all
l measured. Downstream of the measurement point, the coolant water flow was
divided with part of the flow being bled-off to supply the resonator. The por-
tion of the flow going to the resonator was measured with a turblne-type flow-
meter (FMRES). Both the resonator cooling circuit and the chamber cooling
i circuit were supplied with discharge orifices which maintained the pressures
_'i in thecoollng channels _t the proper levels. The chamber cooling water temp-
erature (TWCO) was measurLd downstream of the discharge orifice but upstream
of the point where the resonator coolant flow and chamber coolant flow were
mixed in the 15.2 cm (6 in.) diameter discharge manifold. The _ressure in the
discharge manifold was measured and was found to be generally within a few psi
of being atmospheric. Data recording with the above instrumentationbegan 0.5
seconds before each firing and continued for 5 seconds after the firing.
The chamber heat load was calculated by multiplying the
coolant flowrate by the coolant temperature rise, i.e.,
Q = Wc x ATc
The chamber coolant flowrate, k_c,was obtained by subtracting the resonator
coolant flow from the total coolant flow:
I_c = FMWC - FMRES
The coolant bulk temperature rise, ATc, could be
obtained two different ways. The first consists of simply taking the dif-
ference between the coolant outlet and inlet temperatures, TWCO-TWCI.
However, there are two potential sources of error with this approach. First,
there is a substantial pressure drop in the coolant circuit which produces
frictional heating of the coolant water. Unless compensated for in some
manner, this can introduce an appreciable error in the results. A second
source of error could be the existence of a bias between the inlet and outlet
thermocouples. To avoid these possible errors, the coolant bulk temperature
rise was obtained by comparing the steady-state coolant outlet temperature
during firing with the steady-state non-firing value, i.e.,
TWCO- TWCO(FS-2) + 5
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I The st_ady-statr non-firing temperature, TWCO_FS.2) + 5, was taken 5 seconds
after the flrin_. Waiting for 5 second_ after"the'firing before taking the
! non-tiring temperature provided a sufficient time period for monitoring the
-.I,. temperature to assure that non-flring steady state had been established.
" When obtaining the coulant bvlk temperature rise by c_n-
paring coolant exlt tu,mperatures at 2 different points in time, it is neces-
I sary to recognize that the coolant inlet temperature could also be changing
with time. Normally, the coolant inlet temperature changed less than 0.5 or
7 I°K (! or 2°F) duriflgthe course of a firing. IIowever,this change was also
accounted for in the data reduction. The r_sulting relationship used to
iI" determine the coolant temperature change was
]
ATc " TWCOt - IWCO(FS-2) + 5 + TWCI(FS-2) + 5 - TWClt
b. Performance Series floattransfer Results
Performance tests with the NASA chambers were conaucted
at two chamber pressure levels: nominally at 7287 kPa (1050 psia) and at
12411 kPa (1800 psia), lo allow injector-to-injectorcomparisons to be made
and to put all the test data on a comn_n bdsi_, the daL_ were adjusted to a
pressure of 12252 kPa (1777 ps4a) using the relationship
:I Q,, pcO.8
ll_u12252 kPa (1777 psia) value was selected because geometry differences
(primarily throat diameters) between the NASA chambers and the calorimeter
chamber made them thermally equivalent when the NASA chambers were at 12252
kPa (1777 psia) and the calorimeter chamber was at 13790 kPa (2000 psia). Use
of these correlating pressures allowed for cml_parisonsbetween the NASA
chamber and the calorimeter chamber results to be made.
The results of the performance tests are given in Figure
31. This figure shows the total heat load (BTU's/sec)as a function of mix-
ture ratio for both the PAT-2000 and TLOL-.1200injectors in 27.9 cm (11 in.)
and 37.5 cm (15 in.) L' chambers. Results are given for operation with both
ambient and hot fuel.
The data of Figure 31 are significant for several
reasons. Somewhat surprisingly,the data clearly indicate that the chamber
heat load is essentially independent of fuel temperature. Data points
obtained with hot fuel and those obtained with ambient fuel all fall on the
same heat load versus mixture ratio line. Initially it was assumed that hot
fuel would produce early fuel vaporization and more rapid and intense com-
bustion, thereby increasing the severity of the thermal environment in
65
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IV, E, lleatTransfer Results (cont.)
the chai1_er. However, the thermal data indicate that aJ,ychanges in com-
bustion which may have occurred as a result of the hot fuel had 31ttle effect
on the chamber wall.
The data also show surprisingly little scatter. This
not only indicates that the data are internally consistent, but also implies
that the relationship Q ,_pc0"8 is valid inasmuch as it was used t,_bring all
the data to a c(_imw_nreference condition+ The agreement between the 6895 kPa
(I000 psla) and 12411 kPa (1800 psia) results also would seB11to indicate that
either there is little or no soot affecting the thenllalresults or thi_t^ pro-
vided there is soot, the soot layer resistance is proportional to Pc-u.o.
The PAT-2000 injector gives a son,ewhatlower heat load
than the TLOL-1200 at the Z7.9 cm (11 in.) length and nearly the same heat
load at 37.5 cm (15 in.). This is generally consistent with the perfonllance
results which showed the TLOL-1200 to be slightly higher-perfoniMng than the
PAT-2000.
The total heat load is very sensitive to the engine mix-
ture ratio, with a linear relationship existing between heat load and mixture
ratio over a mixture ratio range of 2.0 to 3.65. Only at the highest mixture
ratio point tested (MR = 4.2) does the relationship bec_ne nonlinear. It is
apparent that the heat load can be reduced very dra11_al_icallysimply by
decreasing the mixture ratio. The same effect can probably also be achieved
by locally decreasing the mixture ratio at the wall, i.e., through the use of
fuel film cooling.
An aspect of the data which has not been adequately
explained is the very large difference in heat load between the 27.9 cm (11
in.) and 37.5 cm (15 in.) chambers, in the case of the PAT-2000, the addi-
tional 10.2 cm (4 in.) of cylindrical section increases the heat load by 2530
kwatts (240U BTU's/sec). This more than doubles the heat load at the lower
_, mixture raties. It was predicted ,malytically that the added surface area
would increase the total heat input by about 1054 kwatts (I000 BTU's/sec).
This prediction was based on the assumption that the added chamber length
4 would not impact the nozzle heat flux. The data indicate that this assumption
.- is not valid and that the added 10.2 cm (4 in.) of cylindrical section pro-
....,,. duces an increase in the nozzle flux.
,
_ Figure 31 also shows a point labeled "DESIGN POINT."
_I Prior it,testing the NASA water-cooled chdmbers, a brief thenual analysis was
conducted to evaluate the suitability of these chambers for use on the pro-
gram. The total hea! Io,tdpredicted for the 3,_..hcm (15 in.) chamber length
is shown as the "design point." !he me,Isuredheat load was about 15% lower
than analytically predicted. The analytically predicted value was based on
(I-
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the assumption of a clean (i.e., soot-free) wall. Thus, based on the total
heat load data, it would be possible to hypothesize the existence of a low
thermal resistance soot layer.
2. Calorimetric Chamber Heat Transfer Results
All of the calorimetric chamber testing was conducted with
:- the 34.04 cm (13.4 in.) L' water-cooled calorimeter chamber with the PAT-2000
injector and heated fuel. As noted previoulsy, this chamber had 34 separately
measured circumferentialcooling circuits consisting of 2 or 3 channels per !
circuit. The engine had a separate wa_or-¢ooled acoustic resonator, i
a. Instrumentationand Data Reduction
A schematic diagram of the calorimeter chamber test con-
figuration showing the heat transfer instrumentation is given in Figure 32.
The total water coolant inlet flowrate (FMWC), pressure (PWCl), and tempera-
" ture (TWCl) were measured. The inlet manifold supplied 35 separate coolant
lines, 34 of which fed chamber cooling circuits and one of which supplied the
water-cooled resonator. Five of the lines to the chamber and the line
supplying the resonator contained turbine type flowmeters (FMWC-XX, FMRES).
== Each of the 34 cooling circuits contained a thermocouple in its discharge line
_' (TWC-XX). Each cooling circuit also had a calibrated discharge orifice which
-_ operated in a cavitating mode at the chamber operating conditions. Fifteen of
the chamber cooling circuits contained pressure transducers immediately
_'m " upstream of the cavitating orifice (PWCC-XX). All of the cooling circuits
-_........ discharged into the 6-inch diameter discharge manifold which normally operated
at about atmospheric pressure. The mixed mean discharge temperature was
,_ measured (TWCD).
-) This experimental setup provided for redundancy in a
-_ number of key measurements. Each chamber cooling circuit had been separately
, flowed, with a Kw (flow coefficient) established for the circuit. This flow
coefficient could be combined with the flow coefficient for the calibrated
discharge orifice to obtain a flow coefficient (1{w)for the assent)ledcircuit.
Since all the discharge orifices flowed in a cavitating mode, the flow for
each circuit could be calculated by using the inlet manifold pressure (PWCl)
and the circuit flow coefficient (1_w). This provided a separate coolant flow-
rate for each of the 34 circuits. In addition, the flow in the 15 circuits
which had transducers in their discharge lines (PWCC-XX)was calculated by
using the discharge line pressure (PWC-XX) and the discharge orifice flow
coefficient. As a result, 15 coolant circuits had redundant flow measure-
ments. Furthernw)re,5 of these 15 circuits had inlet flowmeters which pro-
vided another independent flowrate measurc_llentand gave five circuits with
double redundancy on flowrates. A final check on flowrates could be obtained
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iill
:% by comparing the sum of the individual circuit flows with the total flow as
"_" measured by the inlet line turbine flowmeter (FMWC).
,,.............. Though to a lesser extent, there also was redundancy in
1 the heat flow measurements. The sum of the heat flows for the individual cir-
I cults could be compared with the total heat flow as determined by the total
flowrate and mixed mean discharge temperature.
The data reduction followed the procedure outlined in
the previous section for the NASA water-cooled chambers. Coolant temperature
rises were determined on the basis of changes in discharge temperatures. It
should be noted that in calculating the local heat fluxes, the heated area
used for each circuit was simply the exposed hot-gas surface area. No correc-
tions were made to account for axial conduction. Additionally, in determining
the total heat load to the chamber, it was necessary to correct for the heat
load to the water-cooled resonator since the mlxed mean discharge coolant
included the resonator coolant. To make this correction, the resonator heat
flow was estimated by taking the projected surface area of the resonator and
multiplying it by the heat flux in the first chamber circuit (located immedi-
ately adjacent to the resonator). The resonator thermal load calculated in
,, this way was found to constitute only about 2% of the total measured heat
_I input to the chamber.
b. Data Consistency
With the redundant measurements, it was possible to
check the internal consistency of the data obtained during the calorimeter
tests. This was done by (1) comparing the individual circuit flows as mea-
sured by the three different methods described in the previous subsection,
(2) comparing the sum of the individual circuit coolant flows with the total
nw_asuredflow, arid(3) comparing the individual circuit heat loads with the
total measured heat load.
Table VIII is a comparison of the water flow data from
Test 085 for the 15 circuits on which redundant measurements were made. The
three columns are i) the flowrate found using the inlet manifold pressure and
the effective Kw for the channels and orifice (_v[l(]);2) the fiowrate based on
the pressure drop across the orifice (_V[ORIFICE]); and 3) the fiowrate fromthe flowmeter (_4[FLOWMETER]) In general, the readings are in good agree-
ment. The flowrates obtained using the orifice pressure drop are on the
average 3% higher than those obtained using the inlet pressure, whereas the
flowmeter values are 3% higher than the orifice values. In subsequent calcu-
lations, the flowrotes used were the average of the n_asurements for each
channel.
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TABLE VIII. INDIVIDUALCIRCUITFLOWDATA CONSISTENCY
TEST085 (15 _ 20 SEC)
L;I"
CIRCUIT W (R) _/ (orfice) W (FlowMeter)
kg/sec {Ibm/sec) kg/sec (Ibm/sec) kg/sec ()bm/sec)
I I.588 (3.55) 1.760 (3.88) - -
3 1.080 (2.36) 1.093 (2.41) 1.134 (2.50)
8 1.774 (3.91) 1.774 (3.91) 1.724 (3.80)
12 1.098 (2.42) 1.107 (2.44) - -
15 1.148 (2.53) 1.188 (2.62) 1.225 (2.70)
18 0.816 (I .80) 0.794 (I .75) - -
_I 21 0.803 (1.77) 0.812 (1.79) - -
!-ilI 24 0. 6 (1.91)0.8 (1.94) - -
_ 26 0.912 (2.01) 0.939 (2.07) - -
27 0.912 (2.01) 0.889 (I.96) - -
28 0.916 (2.02) 0.953 (2.10) 0,9_4 (2.17)
29 0.839 (l.85) 0.907 (2.00) - -
30 0.730 (1.61) 0.785 (1.73) - -
32 0.386 (.85) 0.467 (l.03) 0.463 (1.02)
36 0.544 (l.20) 0.576 (l.27) - -
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Table IX is a c_nparison of total i1_.,sur_flowrates and
the sum of the individual channel flowrates. Again, the data show good agree-
n_nt, with the sum of the individual channel flows being consistently 3 to 4%
- lower than the total measured flow. Since the sum of the channel flows
(_:Circuits) is based primarily on the channel flowrates determined by using
"R" (i.e., _[K]), the bias towards low flowrates shown in the individual chan-
nel 11_asure,_ntsis also showing up here. In a11 likelihood, the _(R) values
are low by about 3%, but the error is small. The source of the error is per-
haps explainable in that the pressure drop of two hydraulic resistances
ciosely coupled in series (chamber and orifice) is less than the sum of the
two measured separately.
Table X presents a c_llparisonof the total heat load
detemined on the basis of I) a summary of the individual circuit heat loads
__- and 2) the total f1¢w_'ateand temperature rise. There is very close agreement
between the two sets of values, but with Q (TOTAL FLOW) always being somewhathigh r than Q (_'Circuits). This is consistent with the bi s se n in th
coolant flow data where the sulmllationof the individual flows was less than
the measured total flow. The relatively large error (11%) in the Test 084,
8-5 _ 12.0 sec data period is probably partially due to the very small coolant
• temperature rise [,6°K (15°F)] in a number of the chamber circuits during that
_i time.
Overall, the data were found to exhibit a high degree of
consistency. No reason exists to question their valiaity.
c. CaloriH_ter ChatnberTotal Heat Load Data
The total heat load for the calori_Imterchamber was
deten_ined on the basis of the _easured total coolant flowrate and bulk temp-
erature rise. In order to allow the results to be compared with results from
the NASA chambers, 2 corrections were made. A11 of the calorimeter data were
adjusted to a pressure of 13/90 kPa (2000 psia) to account for the throat area
difference between the NASA chambers and the calorimeter chambers. In addi-
tion, it was necessary to adjust the calorimeter data to account for the
divergent nozzle ge_etry differences between the NASA and calorimeter
chaHlbers. The divergent noz'zle of the NASA cha_11ber_expanded tr an area ratio
of 5.8 with a 15° half angle cone while the calorimeter chambe,, which was
designed to simulate ,_truncated high area ratio nozzle, expanQcJ to an area
ratio at _.3 with a 40_'half angle. It was detenllinedanalytically that the
supersonic region thenllaIlo,_ds in the caloriii_terchamber must be multipled
by a factor of 1.93 in order to ,_akethe_l_cry,parableto the NASA chamber
values. This was done by taking the n_asured total heat load in the super-
sonic portion of the calorimeter chdmber, obtaining a ',Qby multiplying it by
the factor ol 0.]3, an,ithet_adding this '(_to the total load as calculated
7_
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TABLE IX. - COMPARISONOF TOTALCOOLANTFLOWRATES
_,'_ TOTAL FLOW
TEST DATA PERIOD FMWC - FMRES I:CIRCUITS
Ib_]._._Z__e_c_)._ (lbm/sec)
84 7.5 ,8.0 33.66 (74.2) 32.30 (71.2)
i 84 8.5-,- 12 33.70 (74.3) 32.30 (71.2)
85 15 ,. 20 34.70 (76.5) 33.38 (73.6)
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TABLE.X_.,-__TOTA-L_HEAT _LOAp_COMPAR_I_SO_N
TEST DATA PERIOD Q (TOTAL FLOW_ 0____._CIRCUIIS)
k wat.t LBTU/sec k watt (BTU/sec)
084 7.5 , 8.0 3515 (3334) 3502 (3321)
084 8.5 • 12.0 2767 (2624) 2790 (2362)
085 15 _ 20 39£9 (3783) 3895 (3694)
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Ii from the total flowrate and bulk temperature rise. The net effect of this
adjustment to the data was to increase the total heat load for the calorimeter
I chambers by about 10% in each case.
Figure 33 shows the adjusted total heat load for the
calorimeter chamber plotted as a function of mixture ratio. Also shown for
comparison are the curves obtained with the sane injector and the 27.9 cm (Ii
in.) and 37.5 cm (15 in.) NASA chambers. The calorimeter data, like the NASA
chamber data, show very little scatter. The calorimeter chamber data are in
excellent agreement with the NASA chamber data both in terms of magnitude and
mixture ratio sensitivity. The data for the 34.04 cm (13.4 in.) calorimeter
chamber lie almost midway between the 27.9 and 37.5 cm (11 and 15 in.) NASA
chamber data. Using the NASA chamber data as a base, the total heat load to
the calorimeter chamber could have been accurately predicted with a simple
linear interpolationon chamber L'. The total heat load at the 2.8 mixture
ratio point is about 5% below the predicted design point value based on the
"clean wall" calorimeter chamber design analysis.
d. Local Heat Flux
The local heat flux data for the three different mixture
ratio test points are given in Figures 34, 35, and 36. These figures show the
heat flux as a function of axial position, with the chamber configuration and
circuit number both identified on the abcissa. All the data shown are steady
state. It should be noted that although the circuits were numbered to 36, the
chamber had only 34 circuits. There were no circuits 4 and 5. Data were not
obtained on every channel at each operating point due to thermocouple prob-
)eros.
As the data of Figures 34, 35, and 36 show, the heat
fluxes were in good agreenent, exhibiting very little scatter. The slight
discontinuity in flux between circu.ts 8 and 9 is the result of a change in
channel geometry which produced axial heat conduction which was not accounted
for in the data reduction.
Figure 37 is a composite plot of the data from Figures
34, 35, and 36. Figure 37 also shows the design heat flux for a mixture ratio
of 2.8. This design heat flux assumes a "clean wall" and is based on "Cg"
values obtained at NASA/LeRC with 02/H2. The experinw_ntalcurves show the
same strong dependence of heat flux on mixture ratio that was observed pre-
viously in the total heat load data. The variation in heat flux with axi_l
location is significant. At the upstream end of the chamber, the heat fluxes
are very low (approximately I/3 of the design value) and independent of mix-
ture ratio. This low heat flux condition only exists near the injector.
Farther down the chamber, the measured heat flux increases to meet, and then
75
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IV, E, Heat Transfer Results (cont,)
exceed, the design values. At the throat, all three data lines are well in
excess of the design curve, indicating a significant under-prediction of the
throat heat flux. Downstream of the throat, the data lines drop off more
rapidly than the design curve.
It was noted earlier that the predicted and measuredr
_ total heat loads were in goud agreement. Based on the above results, it is
apparent that the accuracy of the design prediction of the total heat load was
fortuitous. The over-prediction of the chamber heat loads was very nearly
offset by the under-predictionof the throat heat loads, thus the two errors
compensated for each other.
In assessing the differences between the predicted and
actual heat flux profiles, both the over-prediction of the cylindrical section
I flux and the under-prediction of the throat flux must be addressed. One
explanation for the low heat flux ik;the cylindrical section would be the
.... existence of a soot layer which acts as a thermal barrier. The predicted flux
curve was based on a clean wall, and the presence of any soot would normally
be expected to decrease the heat flux. Correlations for soot layer effects
i such as those of Figure 43 indicate a maximum soot resistance where the com-
-_ bustion gas mass velocity is lowest, which, in this case, is in the cylindri-
._ cal combustion chamber. Perhaps the most significant problem with the soot
-7 resistance explanation for the low chamber heat fluxss is the post-fire con-
_-> dition of the combustion chamber. Inspection of the chamber showed what
-_ appeared to be generally uniform soot deposits over the entire chamber and
nozzle with the exception of the injector end of the chamber. The first 10.2
il to 15.2 cm (4 to 6 in.) of the chamber had noticeably lighter soot deposits,with copper showing through the soot in some locations. Although it is pos-
sible that the soot pattern present in the chamber after a firing is largely
_ the result of the shutdown transient, a more likely explanation of the low
-( heat flux and minimal soot deposit is that propellant mixing is very limited
near the injector such that the walI sees cold fuel vapors which undergo
little cracking or thermal decomposition.
The much higher than predicted throat fluxes pose a more
serious problem than the low chamber fluxes. Normally, the throat heat flux
limits the maximum pressure capability and the cycle life of an engine.
Throat heat fluxes approximately 70% above predicted present a significant
problem for any high-pressure rocket engine. Several explanations for the
high flux can be hypothesized. The most obvious explanation is that the
design prediction was in error. In the design phase, the gas-side film
coefficients were calculated using the following relationship:
hg . 0.026 Cg (Z) _f Ue Cpf Ref-0.2 PrfO.6
: (z)DBfDr --"T
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with all properties evaluated at a film temperature (Tf) equal to the aver-
: age of the recovery and wall temperatures. -TileCg profile used is shown in
" Figure 38. It was developed from NASA data for a chamber with a much larger
convergent angle (30°) than that tested herein (13°). These NASA data are
includej in Figur,_.38 at the corresponding Z/rt in the convergent sectionand the same ratio on the nozzle. Also shown for comparison are recent OMS
data ranges which show the same general trend.
u The Cq profile derived from the test data for a
mixture ratio of 2.8 is pre_ented in Figure 39. This figure gives the area
_ ratio and Cg as a function of axial location. Comparing the experimental Cg
_ curve of Figure 39 with the design curve of Figure 38, it appears they are
almost complementary, i.e., the design Ca is high where the experimental
ml. values are low, and vice versa. As note_]before, the low injector end Cn'S
_ are probably injector-produced. Obviously, the design Ca curve, even thSugh
based on experimental data, does not describe what is ocEurring in the
convergent section or throat. The use of a constant cg correlation such as
that of Bartz* would have c(_lemuch closer to predicting the results.**
However, this still would have resulted in an under-predictionof the throat
i flux. At this time, there is no generally accepted Cg profile which wouldpredict the data of this program.
It is also possible that there was a soot layer in the
throat which acted to increase rather than decrease the heat flux. This would
happen when the wall roughness caused by carbon deposition reduces the resis-
tance of the hot-gas boundary layer more than the presence of the carbon
increases the wall resistance. This particule.rmechanism would be peculiar to
high-pressure, low-thrust engines where the boundary layer laminar sublayer is
very thin. Carbon deposits which appear hydraulically smooth in engines such
as F-I and Titan I could be rough in engines of the configuration tested in
this program. NASA/LeRC data*** for slightly thicker sublayers indicate that
a heat flux enhancollentof 20-30% might occur in this way. However, the
required 70% enhancen_nt appears unreasonable with only this mechanism
involved.
*Bartz, D.R., "A Simple Equation for Rapid Estimation of Rocket Nozzle Con-
vective Heat Transfer Coefficients," Jet Propulsion, January 1957.
**Interestingly. the data used by Bartz"to substantiate his correlation give
a peak CQ of about 1.25 to 1.30 slightly upstream of the throat, much the
same as t_hedata fr_n this program.
***Reshotko, M., et al., "Heat Transfer in a 60° Half-Angle of Convergence
Nozzle with Various Degrees of Roughness," NASA TN D-5887, July 1970.
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Additional discussion of the heat transfer results and
_ possible explanations for the differences between the predicted and measured
values is given in Section IV,E,4.
i 3. InterrelationshipBetween Combustion Performance and Heat_ransfer Analy es ' --The heat transfer data obtained with the NASA water-cooled
chambers and the calorimeter chamber were evaluated to determine what insight
they would provide into the combustion process and, conversely, what insight
the performance modeling might provide into the heat transfer results. A key
element in this analysis was the conclusion (based on the performance data)
that the combustion process with the PAl and TLOL injectors is mixing-limited.
This allowed the use of results obtained on Contract NAS 3-14379 with gas-gas
propellants. Combustion with gas-gas propellants is inherently mixing-
limited. The extensive cold-flow and hot-fire testing on Contract NAS 3-14379
showed that the gases within an incompletely mixed combustion chamber can be
approximated by a pair of streamtubes, one fuel-rich and one oxidizer-rich.
The mixture ratio of these streamtubes can be related to the overall test
mixture ratio by the mixing efficiency, Em, as follows:
O/F (Fuel-Rich) = Em x (O/F)overal1
O/F (Oxid-Rich) = (O/F)overall/Em
With the two-streamtube,inixing-limitedmodel, the first
question to be raised is which streamtube (fuel-rich or oxidizer-rich) is
representative of the environment at the wall, While neither the PAT or TLOL
patterns provided any film cooling, both were designed to yield a fuel-rich
bias at the wall. The post-fire condition of the chambers showed the walls to
be soot-free or lightly sooted near the injector and rather uniformly but not
heavily sooted over the remainder of the chamber. By itself, this could be
interpreted two ways: either the wall was oxidizer-rich near the injector and
became fuel-rich several inches downstream, or else it was fuel-rich from the
injector all the way to the exit but with temperatures so low near the injec-
tor that the fuel was not hot enough to form soot. Thus the chemical environ-
ment at the wall could not be established conclusively from visual inspection
of the chamber.
The heat transfer data give a _ore poRitive indication of the
wall environment. The total heat load data obtained with both the PAT and
TLOL injectors with the NASA water-cooled chambers and those obtained with the
PAT with the calorin_ter chamber all indicate the average wall environment to
be fuel-rich. A plot _f this data is given in Figure 31. It shows the wall
compatibility to be a _;trongfunction of mixture ratio, with the flux
8b
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increasing with increasing mixture ratio. This is typical of a fuel-rich wall
environment. The calorimeter chamber data of Figure 37 provide further sup-
port to this concluslon. These data show that, at every axial station, the
heat flux increases monotonically with O/F, indicative of a wall that is
fuel-rich from the injector face through the nozzle exit plane. Based on
these results, it is concluded that the fuel-rlch streamtube is character-
istic of the wall environment.
The two-streamtubemodel allows a more quantitative assess-
ment of the heat transfer results. The performance anlaysis indicated an
Em = .73 for the PAT-2000 and an Em = .82 for the TLOL-1200. Given these
values, the model would btate that the TLOL and PAT injectors have the same
wall envirmlment when the PAT mixture ratio is reduced by a factor of
.73/.82 = .89. When this is done to the data of Figure 31, the 27.9 cm (11
in.) chamber data are found to correlate very well, i.e., the PAT and TLOL
data are coincident. However, this correlation over-corrects the 37.5 cm (15
in.) chamber length data.
The compatibility-mixtureratio relationship car,be examined
with this model. The PAT-2000 was tested in the 37.5 cm (15-in.) chamber with
hot fuel at a mixture ratio of 4.14, the highest mixture ratio tested. This
is the only point which seems to be beyond the peak heat flux mixture ratio
which appears to occur around 3.9 with the PAT-2000 injector. The corres-
ponding PAT-2000 wall mixture ratio at the peak heat flux is 2.85, i.e., .73 x
3.9, which is consistent with,analytical predictions.
4. Observations
The heat transfer data generated in this program contained
some fairly significant "surprises." These unanticipated results, the pos-
sible mechanisms which produce them, and a condensed discussion of each are
summarized in Table XI.
The high heat fluxes in the throat region are probably due to
the combined effects of soot deposit roughness, chemical reactions in the
boundary layer, and lower-than-predictedflow acceleration. As noted pr._
viously, the Ca data of Figure 38 are for a 30° convergent angle; they
exhibit a largo Cq depression in the throat region due to flow acceleration.
A smaller Cg depression can be expected for the 13° convergent angle tested
in this program and would explain the presence of the peak heat flux at the
throat instead of the upstream location predicted.
A plot of DI'8 (q/A), which eliminates the diameter effect
from the heat flux, is sh,lpedlike the Cg curve of Figure 39 and indicates a
region of high relative kleatflux upstream of the throat. It is of interest
(._note that the slart of this region corresponds closely to the intersection
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with the wall of a llne drawn parallel to tho axis from the center of the
ou_er injector elements. A region of increased wall mixture ratio can be
expected downstream of this intersection if the outboard fuel flnw tends to
mix with the entire oxidizer flow frailthese elements. Since the 111 mixture
P" ratio in other axial regions is considered to be fuel-rich, as discussed pre-
I viously, a local perturbation in mixture ratio as postulated here can increase
the heat flux. The potential 25% effect noted in Table XI is based on varying
I the wall mixture ratio from the 2.04 (see below) to that which gives the maxi-mum heat flux for an overall O/F of 2.8; this effect is significantly larger
i than the observed increase in D1.8 (q/A).
Carbon particle impingement, two-dimensional flow uncer-
tainties, and radiation are not considered to be significant factors in
explaining the high convergent section heat fluxes. Particle impingementdata
directly applicable to nozzle convergent sections are not available. Low par-
ticle velocities and the small convergence angle should tninimizeparticle
impingement effects.
A significant reduction in all heat fluxes is observed in
Figure 37 as the test mixture ratio was reduced frc_ll2.8 to 1.9. The percen-
tage reduction in throat flux can be predicted if the wall mixture ratio is
considered to be fuel-rich consistent with the injector element orientation
and the mixing efficiency, Em, is inferred from the performance data. As
noted previously_ the combustion and thermal compatibility model developed for
mixing-limited propellant systems on Contract NAS 3-14379* indicates that the
wall mixture ratio at the throat can be calculated as follows:
(O/F)wall = Em (O'F)overaII
Since the PAT-2000 performance data yield an Em of 0.73, the wall mixture
ratios at the throat for the calorimeter chamber tests range from 1.39 to
2.04. Predicted heat fluxes for this range increase significantly with mix-
ture ratio because of the large increase in adiabatic wall temperature. This
is illustrated in Figure 40. This figure also shows that the effect of mix-
ture ratio on heat flux cannot be predicted with an L_ of uw,iLj.
_Calhoon, D.F., Ira, J.l. and Kors, D.L., "Investigation of Gaseous Propellant
Combustion and Associated Injecter/ChamberDesign Guidelines," (Final Report)
and "Handbook for Design of Gaseous Propellant Injectors and Combustion
Chambers," NASA CR-121234, 31 July 1973.
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IV, E, Heat Transfer Results (cont.)
The key observation in Table Xl is that all heat flux and
total heat load trends can be explainL_dby the presence of a fuel-rich zune
along the wall, analogous to having fuel fllm cooling at the Injector end,
with a gradual axial increase in wall mixture ratio as the prop_!lants mix.
In addition to expl_Inlng the mixture ratio trends observed at all stations in
_ the calorimeter chamber, this hypothesis accounts for the large axial varia-
tions in heat flux relative to predictions for a uniform mixture ratio, Sir,ce
the wa]] mixture ratios would be reduced in the convergent section of a
shorter chamber, the large reductions in heat load with decreasing L' (Figure
33) are also explained.
The validity of the hypothesis that the thermal results, to a
large extent, reflect the propellant mixing profile can be assessed using the
experimental heat flux data. Figure 41 shows the axial variation of the wall
mixture ratio inferred from the heat flux data for a test mixture ratio of
2.8, assuming a uniform Cg with the wall mixture ratio at the throat equal
to 2.04 as defined above. Wall mixture ratios below 1.2 were not calculated
because of the need to account for kinetic effects in the thermochemistry
model. The first part of this mixture ratio axial profile is consistent with
the film cooling model of Rousar and Ewen* assuming the film coolant Is the
Fuel flow from the peripheral fuel orifices plus a small fraction of the outer
element oxidizer, thereby lending credibility to the mixing/heat transfer
relationship hypothesis. Increased mixing rates and a wall mixture ratio
perturbation are observed in the region noted previously where the oxidizer
flow from the outer row of elements can impinge on the wall. This
perturbation in inferred mixture ratio would be eliminated if a small Co
depressionwere assumed in the throat region. The thermal model used
Figures 40 and 41 defines the gas-side heat transfer coefficient as before,
but al] properties are now evaluated at the wall mixture ratio as follows:
ii l IW MWw T_ 0.8
hg = Cg (Z) Dgf (MRw) _ T F2D MWe (Eq. I)
In addition, the adiabatic wall temperature is that associated with the wall
mixture ratio. Figure 42 shows the variation of DB and adiabatic wall temper-
ature with mixture ratio.
Low effective mass velocities due to the finite atomization
and vaporization rates of the propellants also contribute to the reduction in
heat fluxes over the first 10.2-12.7 cm (4-5 in.) of the chamber. This effect
was analyzed early in the program but was not included in the heat flux pre-
dictions.
5. Soot
The existence o_,,_soot or carbon layer on the hot-gas
chamber surface of hydrocarbon-fueled liquid rocket engines has been
*Rousar, D.C. and Fwe-,R.L., "Combustion Effects on Film Cooling," NASA
CR-]35052, 24 February 1977.
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=_+_==: IV, E, Heat Transfer Results (cont.)
generally accepted. This soot layer is thou(jhtto act as a thernJalbarrier,
reducing the heat flow into th_ wall. W_,llsurface thennocauples have
_asured oscillatory surface t_p_rature'i which haw been explained as the
buildup and spal'_,g-off of a carbon layer. Correlations (such a'_that given
in Figure 43) have been developed _hich relate the soot layer re_i'+.tanceto
the combustion stream properties. IIistorically,the key questi(_T_for the
rocket chamber thermal designer has nat been the existence of a soot layer,
butp rather, it'_thermal resistance and how this resistance might be con-
sidere(lin the chamber thermal design.
One of the go_Is of this program was to investigatethe
_I effect of soot. The data fr_n this program indicnt++no soot thermal barrier
developed, even in tests up to 32 seconds duration. As ,;_}tedgreviously, only
_I in the cylindrical sectio,,of the cha,l,herwas the heat flux lower than the
predicted clean wall flux, and this was the portion of the chamber with the
thinn st soot deposit. With both t e converging section and throa hea
} fluxes higher than predicted, it is difficult to hypothesize any appreciable
I thermal barrier being present.The test data were also reviewed to determine if they con-
rained any time dependence which might suggest either a buildup or buildup and
loss of a soot layer. No such time dependence was found. P.u_hthe chamber as
a whole and the individual circuits quickly established a steady-state condi-
tion which changed only ,._enthe operating mixture ratio changed.
Soot layer changes could, of course, have been occurring on a
very localized basis which would not be detectable by coolant temperature rise
measurements if the localized areas were .,_alland occurred _t random loca-
tions on the chamber wall.
As part of Contract NAS 3-21381*, relationships were
developed which expressed the soot layer then1_alresistance as a function of
the combustion gas properties. The equation for LOX/RP-I at a mixture ratio
of 2.8 is as follows:
X _ eg.0 - .51GK
where:
X
+K: soot resistance (in.2-sec-°R/BTU)
G = gas stream mass flux (11_n/in.2.sec)
*;_Investigationof Advanced Cooling Technique for High-Pressure Hydrocarbon-
Fueled Engines," NAS 3-21381.
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r.
b:, This equationwas used to predictsoot layerresistancefor the calorimeter(: chamber. %naddition, the total thermal resistance (defined as the eombtned
resistance of the hot-gas film, the wall, and the coolant film) for a number
of locations on the chamber was calculated from the test data. The results
I are given in Figure 44. They showthat, with the exception of a very small
regionby the throat,the predlci:edresistancefor the soot layer Is signifl-
/: ©antlygreaterthanthe experimentallydeterminedtotalwall resistance.
Obviously,if there is any sootbarrierat all, its resistanceis substan-
tlallylessthan predicted.
L_ There may be a very good reason for the experimental data
_:i_ from this programbeingat variancewith the soot resistancecorrelationand
the datafromother programs. The soot resistancecorrelationis largely,and
_ perhaps entirely, based on results obtained from engines with fuel film
_ cooltng. The samestatement can be maderelative to the sooting experience of
other programs. The results of this program, however, were obtained without
,- any film cooling although the patterns were designed to provide a fuel-rich I
orientation at the wall. Consequently, the environment at the wall tn thts
, program was l tkely to be less fuel-rich than that of the early programs, wtth
less soot anticipated. More importantly, the results of this program showthe
I wall fluxto be verymixture-ratlo-sensltive.The introductionof fuel fllm
: coolingcouldbe expectedto producea significantreductionin heatflux,
partof whichmightcorrectlyor incorrectlybe attributedto soot resistance.
F. COMBUSTIONSTABILITY
The investigationof combustionstabilitywas not a primaryobjec-
tive of thi: program. Rather, the intent was to achieve stable combustion so
r- that valid performanceand heat transferdatacould be obtained.As a result,
no bomb testingwas undertakenduringthe programand therewere no tests
designedto assessstabilitymargin. If an instabilitywas encountered,_he
goal was to eliminate tt as expeditiously as possible.
i 1. Test Htstor2
A listing of the combustion stability results from the entire
program ts given in Table VI. The hardware assembly and the location and
shape of the acoustic cavities are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. High-
): frequency instrumentation was used on every test, and the data were reviewed
to provide a stability assessmentof each firing, lhe only modeof tnsta-
;i billt_yobservedduringthe programwas the firsttangentlal(I-T). BoththeTLOL-1200and TLOL-2000were unstable in thismode, The observed 1-T fro-
:- quency was tn the range of 3700 to 4400 Hz, which Is essentially equal to the
. analytically predicted 1-T frequency for these chambers. The PAT-2000 tnJec-
' tor was found to be stable in all modesin all tests.
! 9s)
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t:-
L':- The stability history of the TLOL-1200 indicates it to be
_-- • very margtnal from a _tabtltty viewpoint. Seemingly small changes in con-
figuration or operating conditions could move it from stable to unstable. The
_i_ first test (Test 040) with this untt resulted in a spontaneousI-T Instability
_1_ 0.4 seconds into the firing. The acoustic cavity configuration for this test
consisted of 6 1.78-cm (0.7-In.) deep I-T cavities and 6 0.0 om tO.O-in.) deep
2-T cavities. (The cavity depths are measured from the injector face plane.)
i_;_ The total cavity open area on this and all other tests was nominally 335 of
the injector face area. Following the 1-T instability on Test 040, thei_ resonator retuned to 2.03 om (0.8 in.) deep (6 cavities) and 0.51 an (0.2was
:_: in.) deep (6 cavities). This retuntng was undertaken to achieve better 1-Tdamping. With the retuned cavities, the next 2 tests (046, 047) with this
!ill'fill- injector were stable._ The TLOL-1200was tested later (Test. 073) with the 27.9 cm
(11 in.) long NASAwater-cooled chamber, the cooled resonator, and hot fuel.
• The water-cooled resonator had been machined to provide 8 1-T cavities which
were 2.03 om (0.8 in.) deep and 4 2-T cavities 0.51 cm (0.2 in.) deep. This
configuration had been selected for two reasons. First, the cavity depths
were consistent with those which had previously been successful on Tests 046
and 047. In addition, biasing the numberof cavities in favor of 1-T (i.e., 8
I-T, 4 2-T vs 6 l-T, 6 2-T) appeared reasonable in light of the apparent
sensitivity of the TLOL injectors to the 1-T mode. Test 073 was a long-
duration, multi-data-point firing. After almost 16 secondsof stable opera-
tion, the TLOL-1200went into a 1-T Instability while running at a mixture
ratio of 2.6. Earlter in the test, it had operated stably at O/F's of 2.5,
2.7, and 3.1. It was not apparent what the cause of the instability might
• have been. As this was the first test of the TLOLwith heated fuel, the use
of heated fuel was considered to be a significant factor contributin9 to the
instability.Otherpossiblefactorswerethe slightlydifferentgeometryof
:- the cooled cavities relattve to the uncooled cavities and the use of the 27.9
cm (11 in.) chamber.
Test 074, also with the TLOL-,1200injector, was a repeat of
the unstable Test 073 but with 311"K (IOO°F) fuel and the 37.5 cm (15 in._
NASAchamber. This 30-second duration test was stable.
Test 075 was a repeat of Test 074 but with the 27.9 cm (11
in.) NASAchamber and 294°K (70°F) cooler fuel, The injector went unstable 16
_: seconds into the firing as the mixture ratio was being lowered from 2.8.
, Although the TLOL-1200was in good condition at this point, it was not fired
:'- • againdue to the almostrandomcharacterof the instabilities.Itwould
; appear that even in those tests which were stable, the TLOL-1200must have had
- a minimal margin of stability in that the differences between stable and
; unstable operating conditions were small. Bombtesting with a variable tune
:' resonator would be recommendedto establish a stable operating conft9uratton
and detemlne the limitsof stabllltywith that configuration.
L;
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p_ The TLOL-2000injector did not operate stably. It was tested
4 times and went into a 1-T instability each time the destgn chamberpressure
,_ was reached. Perhaps the most striking result with thts injector was the
difference in outcomebetween Tests 057 and 059. [n Test 057, there was a
- problem wtth the combustion stability monitor which allowed the engtne to
operate for more than 4 secondsat 12,548 kPa (1820 psi) wtth a well-developed
4137 kPa (600 psi) peak-to-peak 1-T Instability. There was no vtstble hard-
• ware damageon this te_t. Test 059 was run wtth the same hardware, operated
unstably for 0.3 sec, and produced very severe injector face erosion. The only
significant difference between these tests was engine O/F. Test 057, which
I! produced no hardwar,_ damage, was run at an O/F of 2.4, while Test 059, which
produced the face '_roston, was at an O/F of 2.8.
2. Observations
Based on the cmbustton stability design analyses and the
post-fire data analyses, the fol lowi n9 observations have been made:
.
(a) The PAT pattern was stable. In the limited stability
testing corKluctedduring the program, the stability of the TLOL-1200was
improvedand a marginalstabilityconditionwas achievedby a cavityretune.
(b) The experimentally observed value of the combustionpressure interaction index (n) is higher than had been predicted on the basis
of historicaldata.
n Predicted - 0.66
n Experimental• 0.72
)_ (c) The experimentally observed values of sensitive time
lags are larger than had been predicted. One posstble cause which has been
hypothesizedfor the largedelaytimes is slowerthan predictedinitial
dropletvaporizationrates resultingfromlowerthan stoichiometricgas
temperaturesnearthe injector. The predictedand observedtithelags are as
folIows:
"__-
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+++ • Or191nal Experimentally
Injector PredIction Observed
y TLOL-1200 tox • 0.044 ms t_0.135 ms
_f • 0.087 ms
'_:" TLOL-2OOQ tox • 0.041 ms t_0,135 ms
: _f • 0.101ms
PAT-1200 tox• 0.041 ms Not Determined
tf 067 ins
PAT-2000 tox- 0.031 Not Determined
Tf - 0.052
(d) The experimentally observed 1-L stability agreed fairly
well with the prediction for the TLOLinjector but poorly with that for the
PAT injector, A comparison of the predicted and measured1-L stability
results is given in Table XlI. During the start transient, the Injectors gen-
b erally passed through a short period of 1-L instability as they were coming up
to the steady-state chamberpressure, The pressure at which the 1-L insta-
bility ceased was used to define the boundary between stable and unstable
: operation as given in the table. A 1-L stability analysis was conducted by
ALRCon an OFOtriplet LOX/RP-1 injector which was being tested by NASA/LeRC
4137 kPa (600 psta) at the tim_ of this program. The results of that analysis
and test program are also given in the table.
G. DATAAPPLICATION
The intent of this programwas to extend the technology base of
LOX/RP-1 to higher pressures. In several areas the experimental results were
considerably different from what had been anticipated in the design phase,
Although this newdata base is relatively narrow and perhaps strictly valid
only for the specific hardware tested it still should be considered in subse-
quent high pressure LOX/RP-Zdesign activities. The following two subsections
present modifications to the injector and chamberdesign procedures which
would be recommendedbased on the results of this program,
: 1. Recon_eodedInjector Design Analysis Procedure
: Based on the results of this program the first two steps in
_ the injector design analysis (i.e., determination of the reference drop stze
; and the Injecjtorinducedmass and mixtureratiodistribution)would remain
unchanged. The modificationsuggestedby the data fra,this programshow up
in the vaporizationanalysis.
) 99
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•.... :_- • Prior industry analysts practice has been to evaluate the
_ _ axtal chamberdrop%et vaporization for either Just the massmedian droplet
_ _ diameter or for a drop size distribution, but only at the overall injector
_ . mtxture ratio. This program indicated that in addition one should also con-sider the simultaneous effects of the initial injector face mixture ratio
_:_:_7)T variation and the axial mixing rate distribution. Thus the droplet size dis-
......!_ trtbution must have tts vaporization profile predicted within the most fuel
F_ rich stream tube mixture ratio and the most oxidizer rich stream tube mixture
_::t; ratio at the injector face plane as well as the overall injector O/F. The 3-D
_LL'I_" Combustsubroutine in the JANNAFSDERreference computer program should
account for this effect but most users have had technical difficulties oper-
_l_i!i"_ I at tn 9 this subprogram, ,nlt eu thereof, tt ts recom_ended that the Stream
Tube Combustion(STC) subroutine be run successively at the 3 different zone
_i_ mixture ratios above. The consequenceof this analysis ts that the fuel drop-let tn the xidizer rich stream tub and the oxidizer droplet in the fuel rtch
stream tube vaporize at rates comparable to the fuel and oxidizer droplet
'_; vaporization rates in the stotchtometrtc (overall) mixture ratio stream tube.
: quantityto providea near stolchion_trlcgas temperaturesurroundingeach
i droplet. The simplified Prtem Generalized Length model was used to predict
droplets tn the most fuel rtch stream tube and the oxidizer droplets in the
most oxidizer Pith stream tubes encounter non-reactive self insulating diluent
mixture ratios whoseflame temperatures are significantly lower than
stotchtometrtc. To account for this in the an_lysts, the real fuel droplet
vaporization _,ates are adjusted downwardby
• dx = dx x 5000°R " Tcrtt, RP-1
This adjustment reduced the head end vaporization rate as showntn Figure 45
and provided a good fit of the experimental data. There Is no proof that this
is the only plausible combustion mechanismpossible but it did provide the
best differential performance correlation between the short and long chambers.
Similarly, substituting L02 properties in the most oxidizer rich stream tube
reduced the oxidizer vaporization rate compared to similar drop sizes tn the
stotchiometrtc or fuel rich streamtubes. However, due to the extreme volatll-
'i " try of cryogenic L02, it merely increased the 100%oxidizer vaporization
,: chamber length from half the shortest chamber ler,_gth to 80% of the shortest
chamber length tested. Thus the reduced oxygen dt-oplet heat flux reduced the
•f oxidizer vaporization rate in the oxidizer rich streamtube in the forward end
:- of the chamberbut had no net effect upon the throat plane vaporization pepl
:i fomance. Such was not the case for the RP-1.
': I01
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5. IV, G, Data Application (con1;,)
r,"
• The most complicating feature of the above recommendedvaporlza-
,_. tlon procedureis that the axial streamtubemixtureratiodistributiondoes
not remainconstantbut is a functionof the axialmixingrate. The axial
, mixtureratioprofilewas determinedby comparingthe measuredheat fluxwlth
the predeslgnpredictionand by lookingat the throatheatflux correctedfor
;. chambercrossse_tlonalarea. The axialmixtureratio profilewas used to
calculatethe fuel rich streamtubemixtureratio (Em x (O/F)overall)and
:. the oxidizerrich streamtube [(OIF)overalllEm].The Em profHe for the
r.=- PAT-2000 injector is shown in Figure 46. It is recognized that few programs
L: havc _alortmeter chamberheat flux data available for detemintng mixing pro-
l ile. No analytical modelsare readily available which are knownto accur-
' ately predictmixingprofilesas a functionof designvariablesor operating
); parameters. One might considerusing availablefuel film coolingentrainment
models,gas/gasmixingmodel,eddy viscosityor turbulentkineticenergy
mixingmodels. On severelycost limiteddesignprograms,it may be necessary
to simplyassumea linearincreasestartingfromzero at the injectorface to
a limitingEn value (not to exceed1.0)at the nozzlethroatplane.
' Havingthus predictedthe fuel and oxidizervaporization
I: efflclenciesat the nozzlethroatplaneand the throatEm mixingparameter
the injectorenergyreleaseperformanceefficienciesare calculatedin the
usualmanner.
2. RecommendedChamberDesi)nAnal_,sisProcedure
An importantfactorwhichmust be consideredin the thermal
designis the makeupof the gas in contactwith the wall. The fuel-rich
barrierobservedin the presenttests can be representedfor futurepredic-
): tlons usingthe film coolingmodel of Rouserand Ewen. Thismodel character-
izesmixingbeti_eenthe barrierand core flows in terms of an entrainment
fraction(definedas the ratio of the mass flux addedto the mixinglayerto
the core axialmass velocity). If the initialbarriermixtureratio is
assumedto be 10 percentof the overallmixtureratioand the barrierfuel
I. flow is 20 percentof the total fuel flow*,a cylindricalsectionentrainment
fractionis in excellentagreenentwith the data presentedby Rouserand Ewen,
The remainderof Figure41 can be usedto inferan entrainmentfractionpro-
file for the convergentsectionas shown in Figure47. The increasedmixing
' ratesassociatedwith the interactionof the outer row of elementswith the
- convergingwall is readilyapparentin this figure.
•The'fuelflow in the peripheralfuel orificesis 2.5 percentof the total,
: but that part avoidingspray overlapwith the oxidizeris about 19 percentof
: the totalfuel flow.
'i
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IV, G, Data Application (cont.)
: The wall mixture ratio ls defined in terms of the ftlm cool-
':- ant effectiveness n as
; MRw = 1 + 1.225 MR - I
._ The film coolant effectiveness Is givenb:'
1
with the shape factor o shown in Flgur_ 48 and the entrainment flow ratio
WEWc calculated as
 ,Rj"(2 -X2)
The dimensionless contour parameter X is included in Flqure 47.
U__ingthe mixture ratio profiles de_ed '. _,,.,.eatfluxes
from the injector to the throat of the calori_,_" ;_d)eru&, be predict_ as
folIows:
q/A = hg CTaw (MRw) - Tw] iCpf-(Taw , _ throat, MR
in whlc.tho is the conventional heat transfer coefficient defined by
Equation (t) using a uniform Co of 0.89. For'stee_r.con_vergenceangles a
Ca profile with a flow acceler_itiondip is recommenaeo, me reactlve oouno-
aPy layer correction in the heat flux equation is evaluated at the throat
_. using the overall mixture ratio. Application of a local reactlve correction
at the wall mixture ratio does not correlate the data presumably since an
equilibrium wall enthaIw is not appropriate at low mixture ratios.
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